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ABSTRACT
This is an intensive study of the Virginia church and its problems
in the years 1723—1743* This was a period of growth and relative har
mony for the colony and the church. Edmund Gihson, the Bishop of
London from 1723 to 1749 and James Blair, Commissary of Virginia, from
16S9 to 1743 worked together during this period to bring partial solu
tions to the problems of the church.
The. first and major challenge of
theperiodwas to supplya suf
ficient number of good ministers for the church. Gibson recruited
men throughout the British Empire while Blair began to find minsterial
candidates in Virginia. By 1730 the supply of clergymen had equalled
the demand and thus the bishop and commissary could become more selective.
The increase in ministers helped ease Virginia’s need to put tip
with immoral ministers. Only a small percentage of Virginia ministers
in 1723—43 had any blemish on their records, but several faced serious
moral charges. By the late 1730’s Blair could afford to prosecute min
isters or threaten them with suspension. Thus more incidents occurred
at the end of the period since Blair was more vigorous in his prosecu
tions .
Despite the shortage of men, the church did an ever—increasing
amount of work among the Negroes. Edmund Gibson spurred these efforts
with his obvious concern as expressedin pastoral letters and his
Query, Parish records indicate that at a minimum the Virginia born
Negroes were all baptised. By the close of the period interest in the
Negro had progressed to a point that laymen and ministers formulated
plans for a Negro church school.
The results of this study indicate that the years of 1723—43
witnessed a steady strengthening of the church and a broadening of
its service to the people.

V

THE ANGLICAN CHURCH IN VIRGINIA 1723-1743

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Anglican Church in Virginia had served the colony for over
one hundred years before Edmund Gibson became its episcopal overseer®
In the years prior to 1723 the church was subject to many stresses and
strains} some arose from the need of the church to adapt itself to its
new environment, and others stemmed from the bitter political feuds
which racked the colony®
a respite in this tension,

The decades of the 1720*s and 1730*s provided
Edmund Gibson and James Blair, his commis

sary in Virginia, used the interlude to strengthen the church without
seriously interfering with the established traditions.

Many of the

problems that the two men faoed were inherent in the Virginia church
system} others had denied solution in the years past.

Thus it is not

unreasonable first to survey briefly the condition of the Virginia church
before taring to the topic at hand®
The Virginia church did not mature until the eighteenth century.
The unsettled nature of a frontier environment, a mobile and scattered
population, Indian war, and the confusion of the Commonwealth in Eng
land each had helped to slow the growth of the Virginia church.

The

canons and cus toms of the Church of England postulated a stable society
geared to life in the English countryside, and hence little suited to
•frontier seventeenth-century Virginia®^

By the latter part of the

century, however, the church had taken on a definite character in Virginia.
The Anglican Church in the colonies labored, under the handicap of

3
a lack of leadership.

In England all authority and powers emanated from

a bishop, but there was no such official in any of the colonies until
after the Revolutionary War,

As a result, Virginia had to find a

substitute, or substitutes, for the missing bishop.

True, the Bishop

of London exercised a form of jurisdiction over the religious life
of the colonies; however, some functions could not be fulfilled by long
2
distance and such control did not really begin until after 1680.
By
that time Virginia had found other answers for part of the problem.
The governor of the colony exercised certain of the prerogatives
of a bishop.

By the time that bishops of London began to s.ssert author

ity in the colony, custom had awarded the powers of collation, probation of wills, and granting of marriage licenses to the governor.

3

He

was responsible for the execution of all laws in Virginia, and since
the church was legally established, many religious matters were written
into statute,

According to one of James Blair’s biographers, ’’The

Church of England in Virginia in I69O was more under the thumb of the
King than of the Bishop of London,arid the royal governor was the
king’s represent at ive in the colony.

The I-rivy Council issued orders

to Virginia governors that affected church life.

They required that

the Book of Common Prayer be used at all churches and that ministers
5
must have a license from the Bishop of London,
Other instructions
required the governor to see that certain provisions were made for the
church through statute law.
Before I69O Virginia had laws governing church attendance, con—
6
formity, cud maintenance. Many of the laws were weak, however, and
some, such as the one requiring each parish to keep records of births,
deaths, and. marriages, were largely ignored. 7

The vestry was a group

established by law and acted not only as'a church body, but as an

4
agency of local government*

Virginia vestries were notoriously inde

pendent, composed of the most influential men in the area., and jealous
of their prerogatives,

They set the tax rates, "boundaries, and fines;

hired the minister5 provided relief for widows, orphans, the poor, and
Q

the aged; and often ran ferries and "built roads.

Most held tightly

to their right to hire the minister and refused to comply with the
English custom of induction which would have given the minister tenure
for life or good behavior.

The vestried refusal to induct ministers

led to a "bitter feud in the early eighteenth century when Governor
Spottswood tried to force induction.

The vestries, withstood the on—

slaught,and induction remained uncommon throughout that century.
In 1689 the breath of change reached the Virginia church.

9

The

Bishop of London used his recently affirmed authority to appoint James
Blair as his commissary, which meant that much of the 'bishop* s juris
diction could now "be exercised through the use of a representative in
Virginia,

3_0

One of the immediate results of this appointment was the

"beginning of convocations of the Virginia clergy.

The first meeting

issued from concern over the morals of the clergy and the need for a
college. In 1696 they met to draft a plea for higher pay.

Meetings

in 1703 and 1719 were "bitter and controversial since the clergy became
involved in political affairs.

In the first instance they intervened

in a feud between Governor Nicholson and James Blair.

The 1719 con

troversy arose when Governor Spottswood pushed the issue of induction.
From the heat of this discussion came a letter from some of the min
isters challenging Blair’s authority.

The commissary, however, beat-

down the challenge and stopped calling convocations except to send
letters of greeting to George I, George II, and Gibson, when they took
oilice. 11

The early efforts of the convocations, however, did have an effect
on Virginia.
quashed,

12

Although plans for ecclesiastical courts were quietly

the College of William and Mary was chartered in 1693, and

in 1696 s. "better law for ’’the "better supply and maintenance of the clerg
was passed "by the Virginia assembly.

The act did not comply with all

of the convocation’s requests since minister^* salaries remained at
16,000 pounds of tobacco, but it did improve a law governing glebe lands
for the church’s s u p p o r t , T h e meetings in 1703 and 1719, however,
only created bitter feelings among the ministers and left many grudges
that were slow to heal. 14
Certain customs and procedures of the Church of England never
travelled to Virginia.

Neither the practice of visitations nor the use

of'ecclesiastical courts ever received acceptance in the colony.

Blair

did. attempt visitations, but found that the people were so afraid of
the,abuses and strictness common on those occasions in England that
the effort was wasted.

15

Since there was no bishop in Virginia, most

people had to take communion without confirmation and those who could
not so bend their scruples suffered without the sacrament.

Low church

attitudes prevailed in the colony and thus many small differences in
ceremony from that in England existed.

Surplices, for example, were

not worn and some worshippers were served communion in their seats.
From the end of the induction controversy in 1719 until the Great
Awakening swept Virginia in the 1740’s, the Virginia church experienced
a period of peace, growth, and strengthening. James Bla.ir refrained
from engaging in 'any new disputes for he got along well with both
Lieutenant Governors Hugh Drysdale and William Gooch.

Edmund Gibson,

the Bishop of London from 1723 to 1748, arid Blair seemed to complement
each other in their interest and activities.

After Gooch’s arrival

in Virginia in 3.727? the colony embarked on the road to "internal peace
and quietness which enabled the colony to advance in every sphere of
its life.”

The church benefitted greatly as the colony developed a

social and intellectual life, wealth, and culture. 17

New laws remedied

some of the old complaints of the ministers by requiring parishes to

18
own a glebe and stating how and who wou}.d maintain church property."1"
The church made valiant efforts to keep up with the burgeoning Vir
ginia population by creating new parishes,

so that by the end of the

1730's provision had been made for the first parish west of the mountains
Because of the quietness of this quarter century some historians
have assumed that the church must have lost ground to civil authorities*

20

It is more likely that cooperation simply replaced strife as

•James Blair, William Gooch, ..and Ednmnd Gibson found that their hopes
for the Virginia church coincided.

Instead of conflict, the church and

state respected each other's spheres of action and worked out peaceful
means to settle disputes.

Old disputes were regarded as settled and

new challenges were met in cooperative action.

7
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CHAPTER II
BISHOP AND COMMISSARY
Whatever positive changes would be made in the years 1723—1743
in the Virginia church were the direct result of actions by two men.
The ult iniate responsibility for the church rested with Edmund Gibson
who as Bishop of London held claim to any episcopal authority exercised
in the colonies.

The more immediate responsibility lay with James

Blair, the commissary of Virginia,.

Once having delegated his authority

to Blair, Gibson could merely hope that his appointee would prove a
receptive subordinate.

The bishop did have some other ways of receiving

information about Virginia, and of reaching his charges in that colony;
however, the commissary served as the single most important 'link in
communication,

Cooperation between the two men would be essential for

any constructive church action, thus the lives and the interest of
the commissary and the bishop form an integral part of any study on
the Virginia church from 1723 to 1743*
As the reader must be quite aw ere by now, it is almost impossible
to write about the Anglican Church in Virginia in the latter part of
the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth century without fre
quently mentioning James Blair.

For over fifty years he dominated the

church, and much of the colony.

To historians, Blair has remained an

enigma whom few biographers, much less general church historians, have
dared to touch.

I

_

Over a hundred years ago, Bishop Hilliam Meade lamented

"Indeed, with all the documents I posses, consisting of numerous and

10
most particular communications made by him and others to the Privy
Council, the Archbishop of Canterbury, and Bishop of London, as to the
personal difficulties between himself and the Governors and the clergy—
communications never published and which would form a large volume, —
I find it very difficult to form a positive opinion as to some points
in his character.

I begin with that which is most easy and satisfactory,

— his ministerial life.”

2

Recent historians concur in this judgement.

3

James Blair was born in 1656 probably near Edinburgh, for he re
ceived the K.A. degree from the university in that city in 1673.
years later Blair took orders and settled into parish life.

Six

When James,

Duke of York, required Scot ministers to take a high church Test Oath,
Blair refused and was ejected from his parish.

The minister left for

London in 1683 bearing recommendations from his bishop, but not able
to take a parish,

For two years he worked in the Master of Rolls office

as a clerk until Bishop Compton of London took an interest in Blair,
Compton sent the young man to Virginia in 1685 where Blair quickly
found a parish.^
Less than four years after James Blair came to Virginia., Compton
appointed, him the first commissary of that colony on December Ip, 1689.
The commission, however, arrived with Governor Francis ITicholson in
I69O and Blair took his oath June 3? 1690.

lie immediately called a

convocation of clergymen and became involved in Virginia politics.

In

lo94 he left Henrico Parish, where he had served for nine years, to go
to James City,which was closer to the site of the newly chartered
college,

In 1710 Blair took advantage of the death of the minister

in ¥ illiamsburg to move to Bruton Parish where he would be a mere half
mile irom the'college.

5

Between I69O '-and 1723 the commissary largely had his way in Virginia

11
politics.

As the bishop's representative in the colonies, a member of

the Governor's Council, President of William- and I-Iary, and with close
connections in England^ James Blair proved toe formidable an enemy for
‘
'three governors and countless politicians.

Largely through his efforts,

Governors Nicholson, Andros, and Spottswood lost their positions.

He

made several trips to England to pursue, his causes^ including one trip
to secure a charter for the college.

On one of these trips (l696) Blair

collaborated on a report, later published, on the condition of Vir
ginia,^

Twice the commissary weathered insurrections among the min

isters, first in "1703 when many of the clergymen supported Governor
Nicholson against Blair, and secondly, in 1719? when during the induction
controversy, the ministers questioned the legality of Blair's ordina—
tion.

7

The documents on these two incidents left behind by the com—

missary reveal the full fury which the Scot could summon on occasion.

8

Despite the political commitment of James Blair, he took time to
build a new church for Bruton Parish, 9 and erected -a building for the
college.

When the latter burned in 1705? the minister simply began to

plan to rebuild.

Nothing would stop him, and a new building rose on

the foundations of the old one.

In 1723 Blair published the summation

of his life's work as a minister — four volumes of sermons all based
upon the oerrnon on the liount.

10

That same year he started work on

another building for the college,, and before he died the campus included
three structures,

C l e a r l y

James Blair had an unbounded supply of energy.

From 1723 to 1727 the commissary found himself in a nebulous position,
When Bishop Robinson died arid Edmund Gibson went to the see of London
in 1723? James Blair had to have his commission renewed by the new
bishop,

Gibson, however, became involved in ascertaining and defining

12

his jurisdiction in the colonies and refused to take action on the com
mission until he had received legal opinions and authority.

Due to

events in England, Gibson did not receive his desired commission for
four years.

11

In the meantime Blair, who had been rpromised the re

newed commission waited impatiently until it arrived with the new governor in 1727*

12

Ordinarily the delay would have been little more than

irritating, since no one questioned Blair’s right to continue, with
routine a-ffairs'j however, in 1723 the public demanded that two immoral
ministers be removed from their churches.
to do except as commissary,

This Blair had no authority

Blair solved the dilemma by having the

Governor’s Council try the men in a civil case.

When Blair did get

his commission in 1727 all he had to do was complete the punishment by
barring the offenders from ministerial duties. 13
By the mid 1720’s the commissary began to show the ravages of age.
The last twenty years of his life were spent in quiet service to his
parish;
, college, church, and colony.
honored elder statesman.

He began to play the role of an

After nearly thirty years of factionalism the

church enjoyed harmony, causing one minister to write, "Happy We of the
Cl ergy ,are in a Governor, a Gentleman of incomparable Virtue and Religion
who takes all Opportunity’s of advancing the Interests of That and its
Ministers, and contrary to what I was wont to experience in Hew England,,
under the Influence and discretion, and by the example of the Rev'd
and highly respected Mr Commissary Blair, We live in perfect Harmony
one with another.’’^

The aging

minister received further honor in

England in 1730 when the Associates of Dr. Bray, a missionary group,
decided that Blair’s sermons were worth a special printing for use. among
their people.
Although the old man’s interest never flagged during the last ten

13
years of his life, Blair’s health did.
never seemed for* away.

Throughout the 1730fs death

The commissary encouraged Virginians to enter

the ministry, listened to plans for a Negro school, and prosecuted 'mis
behaving ministers with an ever— increasing zeal.

In 1732 Blair found

himself the oldest member of the Council, and hence its president.
Since the president served as governor in the absence of the appointed
official, this raised the question of a minister holding office, William
Byrd, next in line, held a dormant commission which by—passed both Blair
and tradition.

The commissary wrote to Gibson for advice expressing

both, his love for Virginia ways end his forboding of death.- ”1 had
rather do this last, I mean quit the Council, than put them to the
necessity of altering the good old Instructions, which give so much
content.

Your Lordships advice will be sufficient to determine me, tho’

it is much more probable that my death, which can* t be now far off, will
prevent the dispute,"

16

Blair proved a poor prophet, however, for in

I74O he served as acting governor while. Gooch led an expedition in the
West indies, 17
Blair died in 1743 at the age of eighty—eight, having served as
commissary for fifty—four years and as president of the college for
fifty,

He had "a Rupture above forty years, a secret, till his last

Illness, to every Body’s save on acquaintance, for that Mortifying he
was forced to confess itf and such was his strength of Constitution,
he struggled with the Conqueror for tenn days, after the Doctors had
declared he could not live tenn Hours,"

18

In 1737 cien had begun to vie for the position as commissary which
it seemed Blair would soon vacate.

Peter Vagener, in England, requested

the position, but he died before the commissary did.■19

That same year

Governor Gooch suggested to Gibson that William Dawson would make a good

14
commissary.

Dawson was already marked as the next president of the

college and minister at Bruton Parish.,
assistant for several years.

21

20

where he had acted as Blairfs

Gibson followed the governor its advice

and appointed Dawson the commissary upon Blair’s death.
died an era. in Virginia church history.

With Blair

After half a century of Blair’s

direction and influence the church in Virginia had to find a new leader.
The commissary’s last superior was just, slightly younger than
Blair.

Unlike his subordinate in Virginia, Edmund Gibson had managed

to walk the tightrope of English politics and religion throughout the
latter part of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

After

narrowly escaping the misfortunes of the non—Juror camp during the
Glorious Revolution, Gibson emerged, as a strong Whig supporter.

He

gained an early reputation as a scholar for his compilation of church
law and proved his orthodoxy during several church crises.

The see

of Lincoln, -and then that of London, were his rewards for past services |
however, Gibson’s translation to London in 1723 also signaled to the world
the admission of a new partner for Townshend and Walpole,

Norman

Sykes, the bishop* s biographer, claimed, "Henceforth, until his quarrel
with the latter in 1736, the Bishop of London was the third subject in
the State in iDOint of political consequence, as he was, until his death
addecade later, the outstanding and dominant personality of the Episco—
22
pal Bench.’1

Gibson overshadowed even the two archbishops in England,

When George II ascended to the throne in England, he threatened
to lessen the bishop’s influence.

However, as long as Robert Walpole

remained indispensable, the bishop’s position was safe.

Gibson had

never acted the port of a courtier and thus had many enemies at court,
among whom was: the new queen.

Queen Caroline was a lat.itudarian in

doctrine and she tried to prefer men of similar attitudes; this Gibson

fought with all his power.

The bishop was caught in a crossfire be

tween the criticism of those who attacked him for supporting the Han
overian line and the rebuffs from the court itself.

Gibson’s position

clearly was secure only so long as he agreed with Halpole.
The break between leaders was inevitable.

23

The Whig party found

support among dissenting elements of the church and thus led the attack
in parliament on church privilege.

Gibson and the other clergy re

sented the attack and in fact had opposite plans for the church.

The

bishop "was eager to embark upon a national crusade .against blasphemy,
immorality, and profanity."
connections.

Finally in 1736 Gibson severed all court

Shortly after, the Archbishop of Canterbury died.

For

years people had assumed that Gibson would be the successor} however,
when the Bishop of London found that he could not prevent a latitudi—
tardan from assuming the see of London if he went to Canterbury, Gibson
refused the long awaited honor.

The bishop then retired from politics

entirely until 1743 when he came out of retirement to lead a loyalty
campaign during the War of Austrian Succession.

His support of the

Hanover dynasty during the Jacobite uprising in 1745 1©^ to a second
offer of an archbishopric.

Gibson declined, however, and died the

nest year.^
The Bishop of London used his position with the government as
a means of strengthening the church.

His first major task was to

reconcile the clergy to the Hanoverian line.
first winning University support.

He accomplished this by

He persuaded the king to endow

twenty—four professors as Whitehall preachers and to found chairs of
modern history and language.

By rewarding loyalty to the crown with

church preferment the bishop further encouraged the clergy to support
the House of Hanover.

At the same time Gibson tried to prevent abuses

in church patronage by creating a seniority rating and refusing to
prefer good Whigs who were poor churchmen.

The bishop also won support

as a reformer when he backed the societies for the reformation of
manners that were then popular.

He was largely responsible for the

rehabilitation of the reputation of the charity schools run by the
S.P.C.K., which had suffered from a Jacobite taint.
the schools almost doubled in size.

Under his direction

In an age of laxness and plural

livings, Gibson was a conscientious diocesan and made a real effort to
25
reach his charges with confirmation and his clergy with supervision. ^
As Bishop of London Gibson found that another duty traditionally
fell to his lot, supervision of church activities in the colonies.
This jurisdiction had come under question during his predecessor’s
reign, and Gibson, being "a man learned in law and history, a scholar
quite incapable of putting theory in one compartment and practice in
another," he refused to act in the colonies until a crown commission
declared he had the axithority.

26

Tradition traced the origin of the Bishop of London’s interest
in the colonies to Archbishop Laud.

An Order in Council in 1633 when

he was Bishop of London gave Laud control over English churches in
Holland, and he expanded the precendent to interfere in colonial affairs.
Although the English Civil War ended all efforts of bishops to regu
late the colonies the early efforts had firmly established the Church
of England in Virginia and set a precedent for the jurisdiction of the
Bishop of London.

The precedent endured the turmoils of the Civil War

27
and Restoration to reappear in 1675.
to send a bishop to Virginia had failed.

By then efforts of Charles II
28

Henry Compton, the new

Bishop of London, decided that since other efforts to place the colonies

under ecclesiastical control had failed, he would press the Bishop
of London’s claims to colonial authority.

His claims sparked an in

vestigation in 1676. Historians are uncertain whether Compton or his
enemies initiated the search, hut when no real evidence to support the
claims appeared, Compton then turned to civil authority to get his
way.

29
when Gibson petitioned for legal jurisdiction, his brief cited no

evidence prior to Bishop Compton’s time.

The actions which Compton

took, however, made a strong case in themselves.

He asserted his

authority in letters to the colonies and had clauses supporting the
church inserted in the governors’ instructions.^

Some time during the

period Compton supposedly received an Order in Council giving him jur
isdiction; however, Gibson admitted ”no such Order appears upon .the
Coimeill Book, nor has the present Bishop been able to discover it
aftei' the Strictest Enquiry, yet he finds evident Testimonies of such
a Jurisdiction claimed and exercised so early as that Reign."^

The

actions of James II reinforced claims of Compton’s authority in the
colonies for when he suspended the bishop in 1686, the king set up a
special commission to handle some of Compton’s duties in England, and
assigned the suspended bishop’s powers in the colonies to the same group
or to the Archbishop of Canterbury.

32

Orders to colonial governors after 1680 stated clearly that the
Bishop of London did have some overseas jurisdiction.

Among the respon

sibilities which Compton won for the Bishop of London in the colonies
was the right to license all school teachers and ministers.

After

I 683 royal governors were commanded ’’not to prefer any ecclesiastical
benefice in our said province without a certificate from the Right

Reverend Father in God, the Bishop of London, of his being conformable
to the doctrine and discipline of the Church of England."

Virginia

governors also were reminded after I685* "And to the end the ecclesias
tical jurisdiction of the said Bishop of London may take place in the
said province so far as conveniently may be, we do think fit that you
give all countenance and encouragement to the exercise of the same#"
Compton had other directions inserted in the orders concerning vice,
immorality, and orthodoxy, but these did not mention his office.^

In

another vein, the ambitious bishop had started the practice of appointing
commissaries in the colonies, thus leaving Edmund Gibson the direct
legacy of James Blair,^
Under James Robinson the jurisdiction of the Bishop of London had
extended too far too fast in the opinion of the colonists.

In Barbados

they challenged the authority of the commissary in a manner that led to
the banishment of ecclesiastical courts.
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In order to avoid futu.ro

challenges, Gibson insisted on an investigation and petitioned the
Privy Council for a statement on his authority.

On December 22, 1724?

the petiton went to committee where is sat awaiting the legal opinions
of the Attorney- and Solicitor-General.

When given, these opinions

claimed that the precedent did give the bishop jurisdiction, although
they qualified this statement.

Since the laity resented episcopal

control, Gibson should get a commission from the king which would define
and limit his power in the colonies.

The opinions further suggested

that the commission be limited to the Church of England and that the
bishop’s main powers be over the clergy and church maintenance.
Gibson received a commission from George I on October 31? 1726, but
before long the king died.

Gibson then had to petition the new king,

George II, whcr held up the grant until April 28, 1728.^

During the delay events occurred in the colonies that strengthened
Gibson’s plea.

New England churches, not officially separated from the

Church of England, tried to hold a Synod,

Gibson objected since the

English churches were not allowed to do so, and the Synod failed.

In

the middle colonies two non—Juror bishops caused a stir by demanding
that local clergymen swear allegiance to them.
political threat to the crown.

This represented a

Gibson threatened the men with writs

from an ecclesiastical court and one man left the colonies while the
other gave up ■all pretense of a bishop's authority. 37

Because of these

turmoils Gibson tried to get two suffragan bishops appointed' in the
colonies.

He went so far as to order a Maryland minister to come to
•
England for orders; however, the colony prevented the man's leaving,
•5 0

and Gibson gave up, centering his hopes on the pending commission.
As soon as the bishop received the commission in 1728 granting
him the rights of visitation, control over Church of England clergy,
and the power to hold ecclesiastical courts, Gibson appointed James
Blair as commissary in Virginia. 39The bishop had held off because
"of the Uncertainties in the Jurisdiction of the Bishop of London, and
the Difficulties attending the exercise of it; the present Bishop to
prevent the like Disorder and Confusion that hath formerly happen'd
between the Governors and Commissaries, hath forborn to appoint a Com
missary in any one of the Governments, till Your Majesty's Royal pleasure
be known, and the Extent of his Jurisdiction shall be explained and
ascertain’d . " ^

Under the new charter Gibson could punish the clergy

by suspension, excommunication, or other forms of censure.
powers he relegated to Blair.

These

The commissary never used the first two

because he could accomplish the same thing by revoking the ministers’
•
41
licenses.
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Historians have heen very critical of Gibson’s efforts to define
his jurisdiction, feeling that they limited the church.
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More wide

spread, however, is the opinion that communication and distance operated
as the greatest handicap to any exercise of authority by a Bishop of
London.

He had no choice as to the type of man who

colonies to be ordained.

came from the

It is true that the bishop could and did re

fuse some, but the initiative in selection lay with o t h e r s . H e
did not have local financial support 'which would make his control felt
AA

in the colonies/’

and the slowness of communication meant that ’’the

duties of the absentee Bishop in such circumstances were necessarily
confined to giving ghostly counsel and advice.”45

Clearly much de—

pended on how well the governor and commissary chose to.serve the bishop.
Even while Edmund Gibson tried to secure his jurisdiction in the
colonies both he and the colonists began to work as though there were
no doubt of his authority.

Hugh Drysdale, Lieutenant Governor of

Virginia, stated his view clearly: ”1 wish your Lordship all the happy—
ness and Honor you propose to yourself by this promotion as a, former
acquaintance of your Lordshipp*s [sic] in Queen’s College Oxford, and
as I am entrusted by his Majestie to preside over a colony where your
46
Lordshipp is the Diocesan.”

Blair, too, immediately began to write

to the bishop asking advice in regard to Gibson’s ’’Episcopal care of
these Countreys.”^

The clergy, meeting in convocation in Virginia dur

ing October of 17273 also clearly assumed that Gibson was their super
ior, for they .addressed a petition to him beginning with the "request
48
that our access to his Majesty may be by Your Lordship’s Mediation.11
Gibson’s ideal was”to carry on the organization of the colonial
churches under his charge, to check disorder and strife, and to supply
the people with earnest and worthy ministers,”49

VTith goals such as
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these James Blair would readily become the bishop’s comrade.

Whether

distance relegated the bishop to"ghostly cousel" or not, Edmund Gibson
made himself felt throughout Virginia and the other colonies.

His

connection with the colonies led to a heavy correspondence, especially
from the missionary clergy.

More than two thousand letters from

colonial ministers and laymen are preserved in the archives at Fulham
Palace.

bO
Although undoubtedly some of this correspondence would have

come anyway, Gibson seemed to encourage the volumes of mail*.
In 1723 the new bishop sent a four page Query throughout the col
onies.

The purpose of the Query was evident in its introduction.

Gib

son felt itohis "duty to use all proper means af attaining a competent
Knowledge of the Flaces, Persons, and Matters entrusted to my care."
The last two pages of the questionnaire contained a list of questions
with space fox* answers, which would give the bishop a good understanding
of his ministers’ problems. 51

In Virginia the bishop's interest

-sparked a series of letters from individual ministers who wished to
add comments to those made on the Query.

John Bagg, Thomas Bell, Alex

ander Forbes, William LeNeve, Emmanuel Jones, and Bartholomes Yates all
wrote special replies.
Most of the men wrote to' pursuexa special project or grievance.
John Bagg held a grudge left over from the 1719 induction controversy.
Bagg claimed that the commissary had refused to send him a Query because
Blair feared the man’s answers.

Blair, of course, denied the charge

stating that he had offered Bagg a second form which the minister re
fused.

Bagg did get a form somewhere for he eventually submitted a

long reply, but not on the printed form.

52

Bartholomew' Yates, one of

three inducted ministers in Virginia, and Thomas Bell addressed them—
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selves to' the problems of induction, but did not mention the commissary,
or his actions in 1719» 53

Alexander Forbes sided with James Blair in

1719 and had suffered the same challenge to his credentials.

His

twenty—three page letter was a defense of Blair’s and his actions in
1719 <and explained why he had changed parishes several times. 54
LeNeve and Emmanuel Jones pressed no particular issue.

William

LeNeve simply

wished to compliment the bishop on his concern for the colonies. 55

Jones

was under the additional obligation of a private letter from Gibson
when he wrote in 1724s but the minister did not dwell on the state of
affairs in Virginia since the commissary was much more qualified "provided he do it as impartially as he is able to do it fully and clearly."
Not all of the bishop’s correspondence- was with church officials
.■or even on church matters.

The royal governors wrote to Gibson, arid

they were not above making patronage requests.

In 1729 William Gooch

asked the bishop to donate an organ for Bruton Parish, adding that,
I

"one of $3200 value would be large enough," 57

The bishop hirnseli asked

•favors of the governors and secured positions in Virginia for a nephew
and another friend,J

Such details, however, represent only a minor

portion of the correspondence,
A curious scratch sheet remains among the correspondence sent to
Edmund Gibson which proves that the bishop did more than read and file
each letter.

The sheet contains a'list of colonies and ail of the bits

of information gleaned from letters in 1727®

Gibson dated each, note

and had scribbled pertinent questions on the sheet, some of which had
been crossed out as if recently answered.

The bishop obviously tried

to put his information to the best possible use. 59

The colonies felt his imprint in other ways.

In 1730 the bishop

was instrumental in having instructions sent to the colonial governors

56

about stricter laws on vice and immorality.

60

Gibson sent boxes

^

of bis various pa.storal letters to bis commissaries so that they
could be spread throughout the colonies.

In 1740 the bishop sent

Blair a book of rules for the college, ” and that same year the
Virginia, printer Hilliam Parks found enough interest in the colony to
warrant an edition of Gibson1s devotional books.^
Blair and Gibson worked well together.

Bla.ir continually wrote

to his superior suggesting plans to strengthen the church.

He sent

Gibson one devised in 1699 which would have prevented the induction
controversy. The vestries would have had a year and a half to find a
minister and a year to test him,

If they then refused to induct the

man, the bishop or commissary would have the right.
to do so would the power revert to the governor.

64.

Only if they failed
Such plans were not

feasible under Gibson’s commissid'n, but the bishop did strengthen Blair’s
hand by defining a set of rules for ecclesiastical discipline and accepting
only men recommended by the commissary for orders.

65

Blair protested

one addition of power, however, when Gibson made him commissary of
Jamaica., too.

The island was too far away to suit Blair.

It was to the two men’s advantage to strengthen the other’s hand
because their power was so interdependent.
cooperation is evident, however.

Another reason for their

There is little doubt that their per

sonalities complGmented one another when called upon to work at long
range.

Gibson fas a reformer, a politican, a conscientious diocesan,

and a scholar,

Bla.ir had spent half of his life in politics and in

service to the Virginia, church.
lege president and an author.

He was a promoter and a builder, a col
The two men were members of the same gen

eration and seemed supplied with the same boundless energy.
the two understood one another.

Clearly
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CHAPTER III
FOR WANT OF A MAN
The major concern of both

THE KINGDOM WAS LOST
the Bishop of London and the

was to supply the Virginia church adequately with ministers*

commissary
Without

enough ministers all functions of the church were handicapped.

Min

isters had to take time from their own parish duties to supply nearby
vacant parishes, youth and Negroes went uninstructed, and since they
were in short supply, clergymen:, could not be kept in line by the
threat of suspension.
ministers.

Virginia had never been adequately supplied with

In 1697 the colony

two or three chapels.'*'
these parishes.

2

had fifty parishes most of which had

Twenty—two

ministers tried to serve

allof

This was thirteen fewer clergymen than had been in

the colony in 1680, but the situation slowly improved after 1696 so
that in 1703 there were forty ministers serving Virginia,3

By the

time of the Revolution, despite the great growth of the eighteenth
century, there were more ministers than parishes.

In fact, recent

scholars have tended to assume that Virginia parishes received a
fairly steady supply of ministers in the eighteenth century* 4

James

Blair, working in partnership with Edmund Gibson, must be given credit
for the energetic recruitment of Ministers for Virginia.
"It had happened by a strange perversity of fortune that in 1724
fifteen of the fifty-odd parishes in Virginia were without ministers,
5
but that was a most unusual condition.11 Unusual or not, the fifteen
vacancies in Virginia constituted a decided challenge for the new
28

29
Bishop of London and his commissary.
the two men’s chances of success.

Several factors worked against

Virginia vestries were notoriously

independent and refused to induct ministers.

Without assured tenure

many good men would not come to the colony.

The glebes lay in disre

pair since no minister was assured that he would be in a parish long
enough to profit from improvements.^

The Society for the Propagation

of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, the missionary arm of the Church of
England,was not active in Virginia since it limited its activities to
areas where the church was not established.

(indirectly the Virginia

church did benefit from the S.P.G. by using its publications, and.in
n8
one instance through a gift to a French Huguenot church.)
Though neither the bishop nor the commissary realized it at the
moment, Virginia was about to embark on a period of expansion, a fact
which would further complicate their task.

Between 1696 and 1723 the

number of parishes had remained stable, the few mergers being balanced
by the creation of new parishes.

A sudden rash of deaths among the

ministers in 1723 increased vacancies to fifteen, placing the church
in a dangerous position just as growth began.

By 1744 the number of

new parishes had exceeded mergers to the extent that there were .approx—
imately fifteen more parishes than in 1723«

9

Blair and Gioson worked

feverishly to fill the vacancies so that in 1726 only nine parishes
were unsupplied and by the 1730's the commissary could claim*"I know
not of any vacant parishes we ha.ve at present.”^
There were very real reasons why ministers hesitated before em
barking for Virginia.

The dangers of the crossing were far from slight.

In 1725 Richard Hewitt wrote the Bishop of London describing his pas
sage to the colonies to become a minister there.

The vayage had been

30
ill-fated from the start for the ship had to turn in at Plymouth for
twenty-one days to repair a leak®

Once the craft had set sail again,

a 56—gun Algerian ship carrying 450 men halted it for several hours
while searching for Algerians on board.

No sooner had the English

craft got under way than it met with heavy seas and high winds.

The

voyage required seven weeks, and Hewitt's experience was not unique.^
In January of 1736/9, because he had suffered shipwreck on a previous
voyage, Peter Wagener stated that the only way he could be induced to
travel to Virginia was to be made commissary.

12

A young man, later to

take orders, suffered such fierce harrassment and sexual indignities
at the hands of the crew on his voyage to New York in 1725 that he
chose to leave the ship in Virginia although nearly penniless. 13
The duties of a, Virginia minister could be extremely harsh, causing
a conscientious man to overextend himself.

In 1733, for example, Hal

ter Jones, the minister of Copely Parish, found himself surrounded by
three vacant parishes due to the deaths of their ministers.

Although

giving first attention to his own parish, Jones also tried to serve
the surrounding ones.

Hhen the minister just across the river in

Maryland died during a pleurisy epidemic, matters became more complicated,
for Jones crossed the river to bury the ”whole families” who were dying
there.

It is no wonder that he complained to Gibson ”it is impossible

for one man to attend them all.”14
Perhaps the conditions of the parishes in 1723 can best explain
what it was that an emigrating clergyman would find,
in Surry County was on the frontier.

Southwark Parish

It had no definite length, al

though the 394 families to which John Cargill ministered were spread
in an area one hundred miles by twenty.

In order to serve his scattered

congregation, Cargill preached at the main church two out of three

Sundays and at a chapel the third.

He preached at another remote

chapel with a large congregation on a weekday.

The -parish provided

him with a house and glebe, but they expected Cargill to till the
•land himself in his spare time.

The minister had .been there sixteen

years without induction, and. in that time his glebe had had no major
repairs.

The parish refused to pay for them, and Cargill’s own sal

ary was too slight, besides which, since he had no assurance:..that he
would be hired the next year, he could see no sense in making improv—
ments.

As with other ministers in Virginia, all missionary work among

the Indians and Negroes of his parish also fell to Cargill’s lot. 15
George Robertson served as the chaplain for an English man of
war before coming'to Bristol Parish.

His parish was smaller, forty

miles by twenty—five^ but contained many more people than the frontier
parish of Southwark.

Robertson ministered to about 430 families,

or 1100 people, by alternating services in a church and a chapel.

He,

too, was not inducted, although he had served the parish since 1.692,
and.his glebe was barren land without a house upon it.

A comment writ

ten in Latin on the questionnaire remindsdthe reader that all of the
clergy were expected to be literate, preferably residing both Greek
and Latin,and a university graduate.

16

Washington Parish, where Lawrence De Butts served, was small,
being thirty by five miles and containing only two hundred families.
He, too, found it necessary to alternate between two churches for Sun
day service, and both buildings must have been small since he claimed
they were often too full for comfort.

Twice a month on a week day

Be Butts travelled to the parishes of St. Steven, North Farnham, and
Copely, all of which had no ministers.

Since the origins,! donation

of land on which De Butts lived had been given to endow both a school

and the parish, the minister acted as the schoolmaster for the parish,
taking in four youths at a time,.

Somehow the man also found time to

instruct some of the Negro slaves in his area so that they were bap.tized and communicants in the church. 17
slightly different

Each minister’s plight was

but all faced the same exhausting work load.

More

ministers would only partially have solved the problem, since some of
these parishes could not have supported additional help.
Despite the dangers of crossing the ocean and the hardships of
parish life, Gibson and Blair had to find qualified clergymen to fill
the burgeoning needs of Virginia,

The bishop recruited ministers from
18
England, Scotland, Ireland, and Prance.
Other ministers wrote let
ters to clergy in the mother country hoping to induce them to emigrate
to Virginia.

Halter Jones, for example, had written to three acquaint

tances in WoJ.es begging them to come to Virginia, but all three
up ’’weak excuses."

19

though

Hugh Jones wrote his book, The Present State of

Vir^nia in part "for the encouragement and intelligence of such good
clergymen and others as ore inclined to go and settle there."

In

order to be legally accredited as a minister in Virginia a minister
first notified the Bishop of London that he intended to go abroad and
then produced his letters of orders and testimonials to his life and
principles.

After making sure that all was in order, the bishop then

issued the minister a license^ certificate, and credentials along
with an order for h 20.

2D

After the minister arrived in Virginia he

would present his credentials to the commissary and the governor who
then sent him to a parish.
ister might have a choice.

If there were several vacancies the min-

21

The men who came from the British Isles often were running from
something.

Others were young men...looking for better opportunities

than existed in England.

In Virginia ministers enjoyed a higher social

status than in England and were among the most educated of men, often
marrying into well-to-do families.

It is difficult to ascertain the

circumstances surrounding many of the ministers’ departures for Vir
ginia since so little is known about so many, both before and after
they came to Virginia.

A few examples will suffice^ however, to dem

onstrate the varying motivations.
Both Bartholomew Yates and Nicholas Jones left Britain because of
poverty.

Jones was so poor that he could not afford the expense of a

trip to London to get a license, but arranged to have it sent to him
in Virginia while he left directly from Ireland.

22

Yates told Bishop

^Gibson in a letter July 23, 1726, that a small living and a large fam—

ily had forced him to come to Virginia.

23

Others pleaded poverty, too.

Andrew Cant, who had formerly served in Virginia, was unable to find
a living in England, in 1724 and existed on charity.

He begged the

bishop to find him a place, stating that he was even willing ”to go
to Virginia again; and spend my days there provided I may have the
usual encouragement from the King without which I cannot go.”^
is no record that Gibson accepted the old man’s offer.

There

Both Richard

Marsden and John Hright arrived in Virginia one step ahead of bank
ruptcy proceedings.

Marsden had left England in such a hurry that he

had not procured a license.
Richard Hewitt and Thomas and William Dawson were of another
breed.
ginia,

All three came to the colonies as young men, married in Vir
and the latter two in their turn each became commissary and

president of William and Mary.

John Bagg of St. Anne *s Parish was

a land speculator as were Emmanuel Jones of Petsworth -Parish, Lewis
Latane’,and many others.-^

'.'Robert Ro s e ’s account book gives ample

proof of his business activities while a minister at St. Anne's.
Ministers married into the Fitzhugh, Randolph, Harrison, and Willough—
27
families, to name only a few.
Such men came to serve the Virginia
church in hopes of improving their own status.
Scottish names abound among the Virginia ministry.

Of the one

hundred thirty ministers whose names were in some way associated with
Virginia between 1723 and 1743? nineteen have a clear connection with
Scotland, either as a homeland or as the place where they attended
college.

Another eight whose homes are unknown have such clearly

Scottish names as Balfour, Me Donald, Macculloch, and Me Gill,

^our

were political refugees from Scotland, James Blair himself being one
of these.

28

The others, James Keith, David Stuart, and Alexander Scott,

all left for Virginia after the failure of various Jacobite movements.
Keith and Stuart, not yet in orders, returned to England to be ordained,
thus joining the ranks of Virginians who took orders.

29

Another group of refugees proved a true gain for Virginia.

In

1700 King William designated Virginia as a refuge for French Huguenots
who had helped him during the War of the League of Augsburg.

The four

ministers who came as a part of this migration served Virginia churches
a total of 137 years.

None served less than twenty-six.

One family

also sent a second and third generation Of ministers into Virginia
churches before the Revolution.

Peter Fontaine and his brother Francis

served Westover Parish and York-Hamption continuously throughout the
years 1723-43»

Peter accompanied William Byrd on the latter*s trip

to survey the North Carolina border and accordingly was immortalized
in Byrd's accounts of this trip.

The piety of the Huguenot was a tempting

target for anyone as worldly as Colonel Byrd.

30

. ,
Lewis natane* was the

only early Huguenot minister to get in trouble with his vestry.

He

had served South Farnham Parish for sixteen years when the vestry
decided to lock him out "because of a French accent.
that the dispute was really over doctrine.

Speculation has it

After the governor inter

vened, Latane* served the parish for another eighteen years until his
death in 1734#^

In all the Huguenots claimed an enviable record.

Ministers sent to other colonies found Virginia a "beckoning haven.
In the twenty year period with which this paper is concerned fifteen
Virginia ministers had served first in other colonies.

Often they had

left without waiting for permission to abandon their old positions.
Half of these came from the West Indies.
was little in common among the men.
in Virginia long and well.

Beyond these facts, there

Some proved transient; some served

A brief sampling will illustrate why these

men came to Virginia, and how much their service to the colony varried.
In the beginning of October 1729 John Holbrooke, a S.P.G. minister
in Salem, New Jersey, came to Virginia.

There he sought out James

Blair and William Gooch to ask for a Virginia parish.

Holbrooke bor©

recommendations from the clergy and commissary of Pennsylvania, his
nearest Anglican neighbors.

He had been unable to make any headway

among the disaffected people of New Jersey, and since his parish would
not support him, the & 60 subsidy from the Society was not enough for
his wife and two children.

To him Virginia offered relief.

The gov

ernor and commissary persuaded Holbrooke to return to New Jersey while
they secured permission for his move.

Gooch "gave him something to

help out his journey,M and Holbrooke "went away well contented,”
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The

minister returned to Virginia later that year and went with his family
to Hungar*s Parish where he served for eighteen years.^

At that time

he disappeared from the records.
William Swift, his wife, and three children arrived in Virginia

in mid—May 1728 from Bermuda.

They had defied Gibson’s instructions

sent two years before to wait until a replacement arrived for Swift;
however^ they had little choice except to leave because of the want of
provisions and money in B e r m u d a . S w i f t served St. Martin’s Parish
for six years until his death in 1734 left his family in poor circum—
stances. 35He had also preached at a nearby French church.

Despite the

fact that no charges were pressed against him, Swift had a bad repu
tation, according to Gooch.
After serving five years William Nairn left Bermuda because of
political harrassment. A tailor who was a ’’tool” of the governor had
set out to blacken Nairn’s character in order to give the dissenters an
advantage.

When Nairn tried to take him to court the governor put the

tailor in the army and out of the reach of the law.

After Nairn nar-

rowly escaped an' ambush, the minister left for Virginia.

He served

the parishes of Henrico and King William (Huguenot) for just two years
until he received a parish in England.

The governor commented that

’’the Behaviour of that Gentleman during his Ministry in this Country
gives his Parishoners just cause to lament his leaving them.”37
•The last source for Virginia ministers proved to be the wave of
the future, for the colony began to supply its own ministers.

Approx

imately thirty—three men left from Virginia to go to England to be
ordained,from 1723 to 1743*

Four were sons of ministers then serving

the colony, one the son of a former Virginia, minister, and another the
greatgrandson of a Virginia- cleric.
several different patterns.

Recruitment in Virginia followed

Individual ministers might sponsor a

♦

candidate as Reverend John Garsia did in July of 1727*

His chosen

candidate was James Me Gill who had. been the tutor for Colonel John
Taylor’s children.

Since the young man did not return to Virginia as

a minister, his fate is -uncertain.
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Most likely, the bishop re

fused to ordain Me Gill without the commissary1s recommendation.
Vestries recruited some men.

The newly formed Truro Parish let its

vestry do recruiting first in England and finally in Virginia until
they settled on Charles Green, a local doctor.
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Young men who de

cided on the ministry themselves often found they had to search for a
vestry willing to sponsor them in England since a man hadlto have a
position assured before being ordained.
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Among the small group who

felt called to the ministry could be found a few self-taught men.
.such, William Murdaugh and Rodderick Macculloch,

Two

served in Virginia

during 1723— 43
The majorjresponsibility for recruiting in Virginia, however,
Upon the shoulders of James Blair.

fell

Although rated by some recent his

torians as "only partially successful11 in bringing more ministers from
England, James Blair must be rated first in attempts to encourage Vir—
ginia residents to take the cloth.
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Both James Blair and Lieutenant

Governor Hugh Drysdale informed the new Bishop of London in 1724 that
vacancies in parishes gave occasion "to Sectaries visiting us, seating
among u s a n d

deceiving not the least ignorant.” 43

Thus the two were

very interested in supplying ministers.
Blair’s desire for more ministers, however, was linked to a greater
dream, that of a Virginia—bred clergy.

If the candidates were not

born in the colony, they at least would have been residents before
taking orders.

During the 1720’s the College of William and Mary came

of age, slowly fulfilling its president’s, dream by educating young
Virginians for the m i n i s t r y . ^

From the commissary’s first correspon

dence with Edmund Gibson to his last, the college clearly pressed upon
Blair’s mind.

In one letter he claimed that ministers trained at
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William and Mary would not only ease the shortage of Virginia ministers,
but raise their quality since candidates would have been under close
scrutiny for many years.

Local residents would take a greater in

terest 'in the support of the clergy if their own children served in
the churches. 45

When filling out the commissary*s form of the Query

of 1723, Blair*s enthusiasm for Virginia—educated ministers outran
the space provided^ forcing the commissary to add, "but I have so much
to say on this head that I chuse rather to give it your Lordship in a
Afs

separate Letter, than to crowd it to the narrow compass of this paper.”
True to his word, the commissary included a separate proposal to
the bishop explaining his suggestions for creating high standards for
Virginia ministers.

Part of the proposal suggested reforms in church

organization which would have improved the quality of all ministers.
Parishes would bo grouped into precincts, and ministers would fill any
vacant pulpits in their precinct free of charge.

The vestries, how

ever, would be required to continue to pay the ministerls salary, the
money -first being used to improve the glebes and buy servants, then to
provide a library, and finally when the other go.als were accomplished,
as a fund., for widows and orphans of ministers and for pool' scholars.
Blair also included his earlier plan for induction procedures,

A com

mittee of scholars would screen new ministers and all precincts would
hold quarterly meetings so that the clergy could discuss doctrine, 47
with a college in Virginia supplying the ministerial candidates, this
system would have resulted in a semi—independent Virginia church.
One year before Blair died, the old man reiterated his dream about
the worth of a Virginia college: "I doubt not your Lordships encouraging
our Virginia students,
their infancy.

It is a great advantage that we know them from

They generally prove very sober good men.

1 an now

very much decayed, especially as to my hearing at any distance.

With

a grateful sense of your lordships hearing with my infirmities, X
expect my time here must he very short, being now entered into my
16
87th year.1*
He had lived long enough, however, to see Virginia sup
.

ply its own ministers.

Even in death the commissary continued to fur

ther his dream, for Blair left h 500 in his will as a scholarship to
train a young divine for the colonies. 49
In the last twenty years before James Blair died he sent fifteen
Virginia schoolmasters or tutors to England for orders of whom only
three did not come back to serve their colony.

(What happened to

James Me Gill is unknown, George Darling was refused, and Charles Pas
teur died on the return trip.)

Five

of these teachers, Thomas Dawson,

John Fox, Charles PaSieur, Edward Ford, and John Barrett, studied and
taught at William and Mary.

Another four ministers who received ordin

ation during this period had received at least part of their education
at the college.

William Stith, Daniel Taylor IX, and Chickley Thacker

all attended William end Mary before taking degrees at Oxford or Cam
bridge and being ordained.

James Maury received his entire education

in Virginia, a process which Blair described thuss "He has been'edu
cated at ouz* College, and gave a bright example of diligence in his
studies, and of good behaviour as to his morals.

He has made good pro

ficiency in his study of Latine and Greek authors, and
Stoms Jj&ystems/ of Philosophy and Divinity.

read some by

I confess, as to this last,

I could have wished he had spent some more time in it before he had
presented himself for holy orders, that his judgement might be better
settled in that serious study of the H. Scriptures and other Books
of both practical and polemical nature."

50

These men along with the

Virginfens recruited by others served the colony well.
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Thus from one source or another, Blair and Gibson gound the min
isters needed to serve a growing Virginia church.

Many of the men

who came to the colony were. fugitives from hunger, political harrass—
ment, pant misdeeds, or persecution.

Some were young men looking for

advancement, marriage, and a plane to settle.

The ministers came from

all over the British empire and served with varying distinction.

The

French Huguenots proved the most consistently worthy group of nonVirginians to serve the church in the colony.

Many ministers had ties

with Scotland and a large number had served first in the Vest Indies.
The greatest boon to the supply of the ministers, however, proved to
be the colony itself.

Blair and others actively searched for candidates

whom they would- approve as clergy.

About half of the new ministers from

1723—1743 wdr$ sent from the colony to England for ordination.

Many

had served in Virginia as a tutor or schoolmaster before taking orders;
some were born in Virginia.

Under Blair’s direction the College of

William and Mary began to fulfill one of its original purposes by
preparing colonials for the ministry.

The- trend towards Virginia-bred

ministers marked the beginnings of a strengthened church.
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CHAPTER IV

"YET AS’THE CHURCH SHALL THITHER WESTWARD FLIE,
SO SINNE SHALL TRACE AND DOG HER INSTANTLY"
Church historians have long argued the extent of vice and im
morality among the Virginia clergymen-;*.

Critics have often placed

part of the blame for the state of disrepute of the church upon the
shoulders of James Blair since he did not actively search out offenders
To expect a church to be represented by nothing less than a full com
plement of saints is, however, unrealistic, especially in a period wher
there was no surplus of ministers and public morality itself was not
high.

Real controversy among historians stems from the inability of

critics to decide exactly what constitutied an immoral minister and
how much the mores of Virginia society mitigated the actions of mis
creant ministers.
The most sweeping charges made against the Virginia clergy of
this period appeared over a hundred years ago when Bishop Meade claimed
"It Is to be feared tnat about this time 0.7633 , and some years be
fore, a number of the clergy of Virginia were, not only wanting in
seriousness, but were immoral and ignorant.""^

The standards which

Meade used to judge the clergy were those of the Southern Bible belt
of the nineteenth century.
immoral, for example.

Meade considered dancing and card playing

This type of irrelevant criticism occurred in

the eighteenth century as well.

Governor Gooch reprimanded Reverend

Adam Dickie for wearing clothing that was too gay.

The minister was

excused only after he explained that it -was the only cloth available*

2
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Such attitudes emphasize the confusion created by a double standard
of behavior for laymen and ministers.
The extent of disrepute among the clergy can easily be minimized.
William Seiler noted that out of 433 clergymen known to be associated
with Virginia in the eighteenth century 76 are almost unknown, 27 died
within ten years after coming to Virginia, 202 served under fifteen
years, and 128 served longer than that.

Of the latter group only 14

had charges placed against them of which 8 instances were political in
nature.

Only 2 of the other 6 ever appeared in court, neither of which

served during the years 1723-43* 3

Such figures do not tell the whole

story% however, it was among the more transient men, those 202 who ser
ved under fifteen years, that the disreputable ministers were more likely
to be found.

A parish would not keep a man whom they did not respect.

Also, many cases never reached the courts since the clergy would re
sign before the vestries could bring formal charges.
The best defense of the Virginia ministry may be made through com
parison with the state of morality among the English clergy of the
same period.

Edward Goodwin, the lat© historian of the Diocese of Vir

ginia, decided, "In regard to the character Of the clergy in the Colony
during the eighteenth century, I suppose it to have been no worse, and
probably on the whole, or in some respects, a good deal better than
4
that of the clergy of England during the same period.”
People came
to Virginia prejudiced by the actions cf ministers in the mother ooun**
tx*y, sometimes only to be followed by clergy of the same ilk.

Even

the much maligned English clerics of the period seem, according to
several church authorities, to have had a higher sense of morality than
£
the average man of the time.
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The level of morality of the clergy was closely' tied to the level
of its source of supply.

The same factors that deteired clergymen from

emigrating to Virginia meant that those who were willing to go usu
ally had other reasons for leaving England.
cognisant of this fact.

Contemporaries were quite

At one point the Virginia ministers petitioned

the assembly for higher salaries since "the small encouragement given
to clergymen:, is a reason why so few come into this colony from the
Universities) and that so many who are a disgrace to.the ministry find
7
opportunities to fill the parishes.”
Hugh Jones found it necessary;/
to point out that "it is an opinion as erroneous as ccmmon, that any
sort of clergymen will serve in Virginia; for persons of immoral
lives, or weak parts and mean learning, not only expose themselves,
but do great prejudice to the propagation of the gospel there; and
by.bad arguements or worse example, instead of promoting religion,
become encouragers of vice, profaneness, and immorality."

8

James Blair recognized the correlation between the adequacy of
the' supply and the morality of the clergy, but his hands were tied by
circumstances.

More than any other commissary, Blair tried to exer-

cise control over the morals of his clergymen, 9 and yet critics have
claimed that after fifty—four years of laboring to centralise and
strengthen the church, Blair failed, causing "one of the worst tr,agedies
that befell the Virginia church.”^ r The commissary faced growing in
firmities of age, independent vestries^ and problems in replacing min
isters.

From 1723 to 1727 much of his power was eliminated while he

waited, for Edmund Gibson to receive a commission from the king which
would allow the bishop to recommission Blair.

Through the confusion

the old man struck a middle course.
Normal procedure in the Church of England .allowed the bishop to

regulate the clergy's manners, morals, and doctrine through visita
tions and ecclesiastical courts.

In the colonies, where there were

no bishops, commissaries held the right to hold such inquests, but
there was great opposition to church courts, and thus none had ever
existed in Virginia.^ Until the question of Blair's commission occur—
red all complaints were sent to him.

In 1716 Alexander Spottswood

reprimanded a vestry for locking out their minister without first
pressing charges before Blair.

12

Unlike ecclesiastical courts in

England, Blair's jurisdiction in Virginia did not extend to laymen.
At the beginning of the commissary's association with Bishop Gibson,
Blair found it necessary to explain that he had forgone prosecuting
minor offenders since there already too few ministers to suspend any
more. 13
The commissary felt the lack of definite provisions for the pun
ishment of guilty clergymen and the need for definitions as to what
constituted proof of immorality.

Shortly after Gibson came to the

see of London, Blair suggested a set of punishments for convicted min
isters.

The commissary wanted.to be authorized to suspend for three

years any"minister found guilty of fornication, adultery, ridiculing
the Scriptures, blasphemy, or acting,contrary to the Thirty-nine Articles.
First offenders guilty of cursing swearing, drunkenness, or fighting
would be subject to a one year suspension.

Second offenders would

lose., their living for three years, and a third offense would lead to
permaraent suspension.

Vestries would have one year to submit charges.

In addition he informed the bishop what would be adequate grounds for
proving drunkenness.

Two sober witnesses to the whole incident would

have to swear that the minister had been engaged in hard drinking for
over an hour, acting boisterously by threatening to fight, staggering,

14

and. showing other signs of lack of control, and that the above action
15
could not have been the result of sudden illness.
There is no ev
idence to show how Gibson reacted to these suggestions.

The suggestions

are indicative, howevers of the extreme caution with which Blair acted
against such a precious commodity as a clergyman before 1723*
Not everyone in Virginia thought that the commissary had done all
he could to regulate the clergy there.

The Bishop of London received

at least one anonymous letter complaining of conditions in Virginia
and several signed ones.

It is interesting to note that Gibson sent

the anonymous note back to Virginia so that Blair .could defend him—
self and the clergymen who were named in the letter.

16

Governor

Gooch also saw the letter and wrote a denial, stating that "the anonymous
Letter Your Lordship sent inclosed to the Commissary I could not read
17
without some Emotion and a good deal of suspicion.’1

On occasion

Blair turned the tables on one of the men who complained over his
head.

When he found that the Reverend Alexander Forbes had complained

in I723 to the governor about a minister, Blair wrote to Forbes ex
plaining that the other minister had already received a sharp admonition.
The commissary then stated "the difficulty is to find proof, there being
many who will cry out against scandalous Ministers, who will not ap
pear as evidence against them,"
proox.

Obviously Forbes should find such

18

During the same period when Blair’s own status .as commissary was
under question, Bartholomew Yates also complained to the bishop.

He

deplored the lack of a "regular and effectual method of a stricter
discipline in respect to the Clergy themselves; without which it will
19
be Impossible to answer at Bitter invective."
After Blair received
his commission, and as the supply of ministers began to equal the demand,

the clergy did come under closer scrutiny.

A regule.r procedure for

complaints had "been formulated during the confusion caused by the need
to prosecute two ministers while Blair did not have a renewed com
mission.

The Governor’s Council would hear the complaints and then

recommend that the commissary take action if the minister were guilty.

20

At a later date, Anthony Gavin also questioned Blair's strictness
in dealing with ministers., laying the blame on the commissary's advanced age and hoping that Gibson would appoint an assistant for Blair.

21

Governor Gooch refused to blame the commissary three years earlier
when stating that charges that only a bishop's reformation would clean
up the Virginia clergy were "an unwarrantable Defamation,"

22

Perhaps

a better sign that old age did not prevent Blair from suspending min
isters is the fact that Bleir removed two men after 1740.

The problem

of clergy misbehavior lay beyond the simple causation claimed by church
critics.
One of the most often quoted contemporary critics was John Lang,
who wrote to the Bishop of London Pebruary 7, 1725/6. I.ang reported
his arrival in the colony the previous spring, including his reception
by the commissary and the governor, and then launched into a diatribe
against the lax conditions, of the Virginia, church.

It is interesting

to note before looking at the charges themselves that Lang first went
to Lavme's Creek Parish* but that a little over a week later he left
for a better offer at St. Peter's Parish.

Lawns's Creek had previously

been served by John burden, one of the few ministers whose license Blair
ever'revoked..

The edition of the letter which most historians

have

quoted, however, is only an excerpt which did not include the facts of
Lang's recent arrival and first parish, ?3
Lang deplored the fact that "men authorized by the church to

49
preach Repentance, and forgiveness through Christ, should be first in
the very Sin which they reprove„ This is an infallible Means to keep
people in Infidelity., and Impenitence and to sooth them on to destruction."
He charged the sober part of the clergy with sloth and negligence while
the "other's so debaucht that they are the foremost and most bent
in all Manner of Vices."

The most common vice among the clergy was

drunkenness — the charge for which TTorden received suspension — which
led to other minor vices.

Lang further charged that the vice and neg

ligence caused the people to have no respect for the ministers and no
interest in religion.

24

.at
Two years later
Lang left for Maryland where

he hoped to be appointed commissary. 25
Most of the other complaints made to England by Virginia min
isters against their brethern were written to underscore another pur
pose.

None wrote a whole letter, nLawrence De Butts commented, "Some

of my brethern of the clergy here are worthy men, but as to the others,
I ’ll say nothing, only I.can’t forbear wishing that what good doctrine
they preach in the pulpit were not more than unpreach’d by their be—
haviour out of it,"
would pay-more.

2o

Be Butts wanted another parish assignment that

Both John Garzia and Governor Gooch commented on the

morality of the Virginia clergy in order to further the request for
more ministers.

27

. . . .
Anthony Gavin complained that Virginia ministers

were too worldly, "taken up in farming and buying slaves, which in my
humble Opinion is unlawful for any Chrisxian, and particularly a
Clergyman." 28

Gavin was too harsh on himself and others, and ironically

enough, his own strict views* especially on slavery, made him unpopu—
29
lar with his own parish and hurt the church1s reputation.
Bishop Gibson had a reputation as a reformer and therefore took
a close interest in the morality of his charges.

He expected the min—

50

ister to set an example for his parishoners and to work with civil
authorities if necessary.

In 1728 he followed his advice.given to the

Virginia ministers five years earlier: "The less Assistance you have
•from the Spiritual Power to restrain Vice and Immorality the greater
Need there is to engage and secure the Assistance of the Temporal Power
in that pious and important bork,"^

Laws against vice and immorality

were in existence, hut not severely enforced, in Virginia long before
Gibson became Bishop of London.^

The instructions sent with new

royal governors included a charge to support action against vice and
immorality , but in 1728 the king sent to his governors new instructions
which were three times as long a.s previously and began with the words:
"The Right Reverend Father in God, Edmund Lord Bishop of London, having
presented a petition to his late majesty humbly beseeching him to send
instruction to the governors of all the several plantations in Amer
ica...."

The instructions asked for laws against vice where none ex-

isted, the setting of punishments, and the encouragement of schools.
Governor Gooch -responded quickly by both letter and action.

32

Upon

receiving Gibson’s ins true tions ? Gooch wrote to the bishop promising
to bring”the request for a new law before the next Grand Jury. 33

He

not only brought the request to the group’s attention, but he had the
speech turned into a pamphlet for popular distribution.

The governor

asked the jury to find in favor of such a law, "But I earnestly re
quire you not to come short of what is expected from you; and according •
to the Intent and Design of that excellent Law, already mentioned,
effectually to supress Vice; by the Punishment of all wicked and dis
solute Persons; that those who wish well to such Discipline, may rejoice; and that those that act a different Part, Lay be ashamed."

34

The jury must have complied since Blair and Gooch reported the law’s
passage in July 1 7 3 0 . The law was basically an enforcement bill
spelling out who would make the charges and. prosecute and defining
or
-some of the offences and what the punishments were."'' These laws
applied to clergy and laity alike, and it was mainly on convictions
based on this law that Blair later took action against ministers.
From 1723 to 1743 eighteen ministers either left their parishes
because of trouble, were characterized as disreputable5 or found them
selves in front of the Governor’s Council because of a complaint by
the vestry.

Four of these actually faced charges of immorality and

seven more left their parishes to avoid such charges, three never had
any formal complaints against them, and the remaining four were the
victims of other disputes.
Virginia to be ordained.

Of all of these only two had been sent from
Two others were notorious and fled as soon

as'their reputations caught up with them.

The individual cases of the

eighteen ministers help to demonstrate what kind of actions brought
the church to public notice and how the situations were handled.
The cases of Thomas Baylye* Newport Parish, and John borden,
Lawne’s Creek^ occurred while Blair was trying to renew his commission,
and he continually referred to the need to prosecute them as a reason
for speeding* the renewal.

In the meantime, he tried to find a means

of proceeding without the commission.

In 1723 Blair wrote to Alex

ander Forbes for help in securing proof aga.inst John borden.

Since

Forbes had complained to the governor about one of the men, Blair took
the time to defend his antions.

The commissary told the other minister

that he fully intended to punish flagrant abuses and that Baylye had
received a sharp rebuke, although Blair doubted that it would have

Blair continued to press the bishop for a renewal, but Gibson
•50

could not send it until his own affairs were settled in 1729*

In

the .meantime Blair had written to others in England to ask them to
•plead his case with Gibson, 39

Colonial affairs, however, could not

wait five years becuase the vestries demanded relief from the "two
very scandalous Clergymen,” and the clamor had spread throughout the
colony,^

Another route for action had to'he found.

On June 10, 1725?

the vestries of the two parishes asked permission to present evidence
to the Council against John Worden and. Thomas Baylye for "many notor
ious immoralities and other offences” so that they could be suspended.
Blair then informed the rest of the council that although he had been
promised the commission, it had not arrived, so he could not take
action as he had in the past.

The Council voted to hear the complaints

the next day when both men were found guilty,

Worden, asked to be

allowed to leave the colony and promised not to officiate as a minister.
He died in South Carolina in 1729*^Baylye was awarded a full year’s
salary in order to pay his debts, but he did not leave Virginia im
mediately,

He was so poor that Gooch finally allowed him to seek

another parish,
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he tried several to no avail.

sent him to England with the British fleet,

In June 1729 Gooch

Baylye had been living

on charity, had to borrow money for his wife’s passage, and left two
boys behind.^

He and his wife, described as ’’almost as bad as .himself,”

had friends in England to care for them.
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In 1729 Richard Marsden of Lynnhaven Parish fled for debt.

He

had arrived in Virginia sometime before October 18, 172.7? with recom
mendations but no license.

He seems to have been something of a"c.on—'

fidence man,” since Gooch and Blair did not report the same stories to
Gibson,

Gooch merely commented that he "had good reason to believe he

CMarsden} was hurried out of England by misfortune.”

Blair’s

letter of the same date stated that Marsden had arrived via New England
after fleeing bankruptcy in England.

The minister had previously ser

ved in South Carolina, Barbados, and Jamaica.

Depite the questionable

background of the clergyman both Blair and Gooch were eager to accept
him since they had several vacant parishes.

By the time they wrote to

Gibson, Marsden was already at Lynnhaven and Blair was interested in
procuring a license.^

By July of 1729 the commissary and the governor-

had changed, their tune, for Marsden had fled Virginia for debt, leaving
Blair to complain that if the minister’s character had been known,
”1 dare say the Governor would not have admitted him here.”4-8 Marsden
seems to have been involved in another hoax of some type about this
time in which he claimed to be- a commissary general for Gibson and
was travelling on forged papers. 49
James Keith, a member of a Scottish noble family, who had fled
-England for Virginia after aiding the Pretender, returned, in orders in
June 1729 and went to Henrico Parish.

In January 1734/5 the clergyman

fled the colony after being accused-of fornication with a gentlewoman.
Her friends had not -allowed the minister to marry the lady because his
character was "so bad,”

When Keith arrived, in Maryland he wrote to

Governor Gooch for recommendations pleading his miserable circumstances
and possibly offering to marry the :woman.
much to Blair's distaste.
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The governor complied

In the refugee minister’s place Gooch

and Blair sent Anthony Gavin whose "conduct will make amends to the
People for the failings of that unhappy Gentleman.”
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The Scot must

have made his own amends in Virginia, for he returned to that.colony
as a respected minister in 173&.
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The commissary and the- governor were both taken in by another

confidence man in clerical garb during 1729*

When James Blair first

heard that the bishop had received a letter of complaint on John
Wright, the commissary wrote in his defense.

After a conference with

Wright, Blair advised that the man had answered the charges of fleeing
from Holland £0 avoid debt and of stealing books so readily that it
was hard not to believe him. 53

At the same time Gooch reported that

the;, minister had admitted some of his past wrongs and promised to
mend has ways. 54

Since Wright held a license fox* Virginia., Blair and

Gooch placed him, and then found to their chagrin that the charges
were true and that Gibson objected to his placement.

By this time

those in Virginia had their own proof of the charges, fob Wright had
"proved as bad a man here as was he before, under a cloak of hipocrisy
that deceived every body.”

He had already fled the colony rather than

face charges about a. criminal conversation with a gentleman's wife.
The wife was "rescued” from his clutches in Maryland..
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Blair's rage

at being deceived led him to warn the commissary in that colony forcing
Wright to flee again.

After being discovered in Pennsylvania the man

dissappeared from sight, 57
Maryland seemed to be a haven for fleeing Virginia ministers.
Bsdras T. Edzard came to Virginia in 1727 and went to Hanover Parish.
By July 15? 1730? he had taken a parish in Maryland without producing
a license.

According to the commissary there, "this Gentleman was

lately Drove out of Virginia for Drunkeness said was inducted into a
Parish here soon after by our Governor.”
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Blair made no mention of

this incident in his letters and there is no official record of any
charges ever being made against Edsard.
The clergymen who came to Virginia in the late 1720’s seem to
have been a uniformly-bad crop,

Joseph Smith arrived in 1727 complete
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with a pregnant wife^ three children, and some form of an infirmity
which led Blair never to refer to him other than as "poor little Mr.
Smith."

Governor Gooch found him "so mean in appearance, in pocket so

poor, and so little to say for himself, that no Parish would receive
him."

In fact, one parish rejected him, and Gooch had to set him up

as a reader in Williamsburg.

Three' months later Gooch fea.red that he

would have to force the minister on a parish in order to keep the man’s
family from starving. 59

Finally Upper Parish in Nansemond County chose

him as their minister and the man’s troubles were over momentarily.^Ten
years later, the rigors of a large parish proved too much for the crip
pled man and he began to neglect his duties.

When the vestry tried to

discharge Smith, the minister turned to drink and the vestry pressed
-charges of immorality.
gave up his parish.
him.

Rather than face the commissary’s court, Smith

Neither the governor nor Blair knew what to do with

Blair though him "Fit only for an infirmary," and Gooch considered

him "such a sott, and so weak in mind as well as Body, that he is neither
fit nor able to have-a. cure."

The vestry promised to contribute a

little for his support, but since Smith died a month later on May 12,
1738, "strangely decayed both in body and mind," they probably never
paid a cent.^
Two other men resigned about this time rather than face charges
before the commissary.

John Becket, whom Gooch had characterized in

1735 us hot tempered and unpolished but "constant in duty," '

resigned

his parish in 1739? "being accused of living in fornication with a
Mulatto woman; and of being most scandalously negligent at his church
and ehappels without preaching or visiting .the sick.-"
had threatened to bring charges before Blair.
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Becket* s parish

Robert Chaplain of

Wicomico Parish quit his parish after being "accused of having two
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bastards by several women," one of whom he. had deceived by promising
65
marriage. ^

Obviously by the late 1730*s the commissary felt that he

could afford to threaten and investigate suspension of ministers who
misbehaved.
In his last years the commissary acted against men oh two occasions*
James Pedin of Nottoway Parish was one minister recruited in Virginia
who faced charges from 1723—1743*

In October 1741 the vestry ordered

Pedin*s removal, but the Council ruled that Pedin should continue his
functions as a minister until the matter was decided in court..

At a

session on May 11, 1742, the minister was found guilty of "many Immor
alities, such as Drunkness, Prophane swearing, and lewd and Debauched
Actions'’ and the court recommended that Blair use all speed to exercise
his jurisdiction in barring Pedin from the church and ministerial func
tions.^

Pedin had been a tutor in Virginia before ordination and

had recently married a local girl.

He died in 174-6 and was buried in

the church that he expelled him.

The next year Blair removed another

minister^ Thomas Bluett of North Parnham Parish, after a complaint sim
ilar to the one above.

After hearing the witnesses- and Bluett’s de

fense on chargds of drunkenness, swearing, and misdemeanors, the Council
found him a "scandal to his Function" and the matter was referred to
Blair so that the commissary could "turn him out of his parish,"
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Hancock Dunbar, William Swif'4 and William LeNeve never faced
charges and never left their parishes.

Yet all three have come down

through history with stains upon their records thanks to one letter by
William Gooch.

Dunbar served St. Stephen’s Parish for over, fifty;:years,

•and William Swift served St. Martin’s Parish for six years until his
death.

Little is known about either of these two^other than Gooch’s

comment that "Mr. Dunbar is-the very bad man, now Mr* Swift is gone"
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but that Dunbar had. reformed, married, and begun to lead a sober life.
In the same letter Gooch said that William LeNeve of James City Parish
was "unhappy in being easily overcome' with Liquor, and now and then is
betrayed by it."

LeNeve, however, served his parish for twenty years

until his death without complaint.
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Obviously none of these men could

have continually misbehaved or they would not have served one parish
for such a length of time.
A variety of other complaints brought different ministers before
the public's notice.

Both in 1736 and 1743 Charles Parish complained

to the Council that their minister Theodo.sious Staige was too scrupulous
and old-fashioned.

He refused to baptize bastard children or allow the

new version of psalms to be sung.

The Council simply warned the min

ister not to be so backward and gave him a time limit to change his
ways.

John Brunskill of St. Margaret's Parish faced charges of neglect

of duty in 1738,

He refused to preach at a chapel of ease.

seems to have come of this case at all.

Nothing

Charles Green had to answer

to the Council for harsh words spoken to the vestry of Truro Parish when
Lord Fairfax tried to follow the English custom of a nobleman inducting
a minister into a parish, 'Such an act would have bypassed the governor,
and it caused a flurry of controversy which quickly died down.^

Hichard

Hartswell of St. Tboma,s' Parish faced charges of drunkenness in Orange
County Court.

These were dismissed'and seem to have been pressed in an

act 01 spi te .by another man who faced charges that day. 71

Ministers

obviously faced many pressures.
Even if all eighteen of the men discussed in this chapter had been
guilty of the worst offences* they clearly constituted a small 'percentage
of the ministers in Virginia between 1723 and 1743*
several of these is at best•circumstantial«

The evidence on

Four of the men had done

nothing to discredit the church and yet were the subject of complaint.
On four, the only record of complaint is in passing comments, although
these come from a reliable source.
later returned and redeemed himself.

One of the men who fled Virginia
The outrage against John Becket

and James Pedin could not have been as great as might be imagined for
both continued to live in their parish until they died.

Throughout

the period both Blair and the vestries showed increasingly less patience
with ministers and more readily used the threat of suspension to keep
them in line.

As the commissary worried less about vacant parishes,

he could afford to punish promptly the men who' misbehaved.
considerations

These

would account for the seeming increase in incidents

as the period progressed.

The church could afford to tighten its con—
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CHAPTER V
”A BLESSED HARVEST”
One of the greatest problems which the average minister faced
was tied to the question of Negro slavery*

The Church of England

placed the burden of religious instruction within a parish upon the
shoulders of the local minister.

This responsibility included, all

Indian and Negro residents of the parish as well as white.

In Vir

ginia, where ministers had large parishes,'engaged in agriculture,
-and were not especially over—abundant, efforts ajnong the Negroes and
Indians varried greatly according to time and locality*

It. is in

correct, however, to claim as William Seiler did, that: "The religious
■’<"5

training of the Negro was left rather generally to the masters of the
plantations and was not very adequately carried out.

In I667 the As— ,

seinbly made it clear that baptism of-.negro slaves did not remove them
from bondage.

The reports of 1724 to the Bishop of London stated that

the parsons usua iiy neglected baptism of slaves, emphasising the nega
tive attitude of the planters on this subject, and this pattern was
followed for the most part throughout the colonial period, although
there were exceptions.
Despite more than a century of dealing with Negro labor, Virginian
had only recently defined a complete slave code.

Hence efforts in the

early eighteenth century to convert the Negro slave still faced the
residue of confusion in slave status common to the previous century.
The first Negroes that came to Virginia were treated like other servant

baptized, allowed to marry, permitted on occasion to testify in court
if baptised, and able to gain freedom*
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Time and custom changed the

status of the Negro, however, and by mid-century laws began to differ
entiate between Negro and Indian slaves and white Christian servants#
English law forbade holding a Christian as a slave, and in order to
prevent this from confusing the issue of conversion, the Virginia as
sembly passed a law in I667 that stated that baptism would not alter a
person’s condition of servitude.^

Such confusion and fear that Negroes

would gain their freedom through baptism were not unique to Virginia#
In New York, for example, the church and S.P.G# faced tremendous oppo
sition to missionary work among the slaves until a law similar to the
one in Virginia was passed in 1706#

Cooperation rose dramtieally after

wards •^
The pxirely economic fear of losing one’s servants, however, was
not the only objection to slave baptism#

Men feared that ”if the slaves

were instructed in eternal things, they would damage the material affairs
of their master#”
after baptism.

Others claimed that slaves would not be as obedient

Hugh Jones countered such claims in The Present State

of Virginia published in 1724#

As late as 1727 Bishop Gibson found it

necessary to make a similar arguments “So that to say, that Christianity
tends to make Men less observant of their Duty in any respect, is a
Heproach that it is very far from deserving; and a Reproach, that is
confuted by the whole Tenor of the Gospel Precepts

which inculcate

upon all, and particularly upon Servants (many of whom were then in the
Condition of Slaves) a faithful and diligent Discharge of the Duties
belonging to the several Stations, out of Conscience towards GOT),
About the same time that a slave code began to develop in Virginia,
so did & second generation of Virginia Negroes who had not been uprooted

from another culture as many of their parents had been, but were a part
of Virginia society.

Ministers won support for their efforts to teach

this group of Negroes to such an extent that one historian

has claimed

most Virginia born Negroes received religious instruction by 1700.
jections to teaching the young Negro children were limited.

Ob

Obviously

the young child spoke English; he could be taught before an age when he
would be needed as a worker; and masters clearly had responsibility for
children reared on their property.
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Objections to baptism of the Virginia born Negro were raised on
more theoretical grounds.

Hugh Jones, for example, recommended the

religious instruction of Virginia born Negroes, but he balked at their
being taught to read or write.

Th£se skills, he believed, had "proved

dangerous upon several political accounts, especially self-preservation.”
An extension of this fear led some to deny all instruction to Negroes.
Church doctrines contained certain implications that might change the
relation of the master and slave.

Baptism could be interpreted by the

Negro as a form of an initiation rite into the white man’s society.
Frank Klingberg has observed : "The specific program of the S.P.G. for
Anglican Negro Christianization, and the consequent education inevitably
necessary as the slave was prepared for the sacraments of the church,
introduced an ameliorative agency between master and slave,

^'hs greater

the missionary’s success, the more difficult it became to regard the
Negro merely as a piece of property.

Sometimes clearly and again dimly,

the owner realized that vital transformations were contemplated or
9

subtly involved.”

After 1700 the position of the Negro as a slave became formalized.
A series of acts in 170p revised the previous slave code and tightened
some regulations.

The code dropped the fiction that the Negroes were
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slaves because they were infidels by clearly subordinating a black
Christian to a white.

10

With race rather than religion.as a basis of

slavery, the field for conversion was cleared of a few obstacles.

In

.part this change must have been due to the early missionary efforts of
the church.

Since there were Christian Negro slaves in Virginia, slavery

could not be justified as a punishment only for non—Christians.
The life of a slave in early eighteenth—century Virginia was not
especially harsh.

Negroes commonly lived and worked in gangs of about

six and were directed by an overseer,

A few were craftsmen.

The slave

trade continually brought Negroes from Africa and the West Indies,, thus
providing outside influences on the slave culture,

Virginians recog

nized the effects of a slave’s African past by preferring those who had
been slaves in Africa."for they that he.ve been kings and great men there
are generally lazy, haughty, and obstinate."

A multitude of African

tongues made English the least common denominator, and if the first
generation did not master the language, Hugh Jones could boast that the
second did "talk good English without idiom of tone, and can discourse
handsomely upon most common subjects."
drastically in the eighteenth century.
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The number of slaves increased
In 1700 there were 16,390

Negroes in Virginia; thirty years later there were 30,000,

In the fol

lowing decade the number nearly doubled,"^
Not all Negroes were slaves in Virginia.

Mulattos born of a white

mother were bound out until the age of thirty at which time the ser
vant gained his freedom.

Some Negroes had purchased their freedom before

I69I when Virginians passed a law forbidding any master to free a slave
by will or other means without transporting the slave beyond the bor— ,
ders of the c o l o n y . A f t e r 1691 the Council of the assembly set free
a few slaves for unusual service.

In 1710, for example, a Negro re-

ceived his fresclom for warning the authorities of a slave revolt,
and in 1729 a Negro won his freedom by revealing various herbal cures
for yaws and other serious diseases.
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Such emancipations, however,

added only slightly to the number of free Negroes,
Such then was the situation of the Negro in the early eighteenth
century, and with such the Anglican minister was expected to work.
G.M. Brydon claimed that the failure to meaningful missionary work
among the Negroes was due in part to the lack of leadership of the
church.

The Anglican church had no concerted action or policy, but

rather left each minister to the dictates of his own conscience and time.
Obviously such a policy led to great inequalities of effort.^ Gibson,
however, came close to providing the leadership and policy.

The problem

was more than one of lack of leadership, however, for the numbers
of slaves increased rapidly, masters continued to oppose the church
activity, and the moral code of the church was incompatiable with
slavery.^
In 1723 encouragement came from abroad to ministers interested in
working among the Negroes.

The Query sent out by Edmund Gibson specif

ically asked about the condition of "Infidels bond or free.”

The answers

to this question revealed paradoxically much and little about the Negro
in Virginia at the beginning of a period of great population growth.

The

implications of the comments are worth noting in detail, despite the fact
that the replies were often frustratingly brief,and did not include every
parish.
within

Five of the ministers, for example, mentioned free Negroes
the bounds of their parishes: Elizabeth City, Hungar’s Parish,

Lawne’s Creek, Newport, and St. Anne’s,

l8

The parish records of

Bristol, Blissland, Peisworth, and St. Paul’s in Hanover show that
though their ministers did not report free Negroes, such did exist there.'
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The most frequent complaint found on the questionnaire was that
the master still prevented the Negroes from being baptized.

Either

"particular means [were] discouraged" or, although some masters took
care to see that their slaves were converted, the efforts were "so
much neglected by many."

20

'

As far -as some ministers could see, the only

glimmer of hope lay in legal action; "for as there is no law of the
.Colony obliging their Masters or.Owners to Instruct them in the prin
ciples of Christianity and so they are hardly to be persuaded by the
Ministers to take so much -pains by them; by which Means Those Creatures
live and die without it."
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Almost half of the ministers recorded

that it depended upon the whim of the master.whether or not a slave
would be instructed.

The parishes noting resistance to such training

seem to have been slightly larger and had a' lower percentage of com
municants than the others.

Due to the inexactness of the information

on the parishes, however, correlation cannot be determined in any
mathematical sense•
At least eight of the ministers either worded their answer to imply
that they had implored the masters to send the Negroes vnd had failed,
or that special efforts were being made to teach the slaves.

Tfestover,

James City, York—Hampton, and Acoomako Parishes all replied that some
specific means for conversion existed.

William Black reported that

he had visited the plantations a/nd baptized about two hundred Negroes
since he had arrived at Accomako Parish in 1709*

Peter Fontaine of

Westover Parish taught the Negroes along with his regular catechumens
each year on Sunday from April through June.

His brother, Francis Fon

taine. of York—Hampton, had set aside every Sunday afternoon at his house
for teaching slaves.
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These.men and William LeNeve, the fourth active missionary, all
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possessed certain similar characteristics.
recent' arrivals in Virginia.

They were all relatively

William LeNeve had been in the colony

only a year5 William Black, who had sei'ved the longest of the four,
el climecl fourteen yearsT residence, a figure still under the average
for Virginia ministers in 1723.

All were imbued with a missionary

spirit best expressed in the words of LeNeve, "I have examined and
improved Several Negroes, Natives of Virginia; and I hope in God, that
by a due Observance of the Directions for the catechist, printed by
Order of the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign
Parts, I shall labour to plant that Seed among them, which will produce
23
a blessed Harvest.”

The Huguenot Fontaines served the ministerless

King William Parish as well as their own, while William Black originally
served as a S.P.G. missionary in Pennsylvania.
Not all of
of a

24

the ministers had the time or the talent and inclination

Black or a Fontaine.

None of them, however, refused Negroes the

right to enter their church and worship.

Only four of the ministers

revealed a disinterested or passive attitude towards the problem by ex
pressing the feeling- that if the church doors were open they had done
their part.

Twenty reported that they had baptised some Negroes, al

though none mentioned numbers as great as William Black’s two hundred.
At least one, Daniel Taylor, was a slaveowner himself, and he had baptized and instructed all. of his own slaves.
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Three of the ministers

hinted that missionaries would be the only solution to the total prob
lem.

The rapid growth ofthe Negro population might have had something

to do with both

the sense of impotence of some of the ministers and the

fact that nine limited their efforts to the Virginia born.
The problem of the African Negro with a different language and
culture hindered the ministers greatly.

Many complained that "a great
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many Blacks bond men and women, that understand not our Language”
were amojig the slaves.

It was ”impossible to instruct these that are

grownup before they are .carried from their own Country, they never
being able either to speak or understand our Language perfectly.”

The

language barrier presented only part of the problem for the "Negro
Slaves, imported daily, are altogether ignorant of God and Beligion,
and in truth have so little Docity £sic3 in them that they scarce ever
become capable of Instruction,”

Hugh Jones, shortly to go to St,

Stphen’s, concurred in this judgement, commenting that. ”1 question
whether baptism of such (till they be a little weaned of their savage
0 7

barbarity) be not- a prostitution of a thing so sacred.”
Widespread agreement definitely existed on the ability of the
Virginia bred slaves to benefit from the instruction.

All of the men

who commented on the impossibility of teaching the Africans mitigated
their statements with the efforts that they made among the second gen
eration of slaves.

These slaves spoke English as children and most likely

received training, although once again the master had the final say.
Some masters would not excuse any from work to take instruction and
others objected on tie same grounds that hindered missionary work in
the seventeenth century*

At least three parishes contained masters

who worked with the ministers by instructing their own slaves and then,
sending then to the church for baptism.

Infant batiisms were rare,

Christ Church in Middlesex County and Bruton Parish being the only two
+ •
reporting
any. 28

^ibson’s gentle reminder in 1723 about the Negroes "whose Conver
sion you are bound to endeavour as one Part of the Work belonging to
your Missions” brought a steady trickle of letters from Virginia asking
29
for advice. '

Thomas Bell brought up the subject in 1724*

The letter
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makes clear how much had. gone unsaid in his questionnaire reply.
Masters had thwarted his efforts to instruct the slaves by not giving
them time off to attend classes, and in some cases they refused the
Negroes the time

or means to

attend services,

Although Bell had baptized

several Negroes,

he observed

thathe "must confess, the means I use,

or hath been used by any before me, as far as I have heard by any of
my Brethern is Ordinary Preaching," and he then asked the bishop for
suggestions on how he could do a better job in the future.

30

Neither

the fact that he had faced opposition nor that he had baptized any
slaves appeared on the Query replies.^
Most of the other letters sent to Gibson followed the same pattern
as Bell's by asking for advice or encouragement.

In fact the only the

only negative comment on the church's efforts among the slaves came
from John ^ang.

He wrote in

Negroes since "they

1725condemning the attempts to baptize

live together afterwards in common without Marriage

or any other Christian- decency's, as the pagan Negroes do who never were
enter'd into the Church Membership."

Although Lang had some idea, of

the moral dilemmas created'by church work with the slaves, he was too
busy complaining about the colony to offer any constructive advice.
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Lawrence BeButts, like Thomas Bell, had not mentioned in his Query
reply that he had faced any opposition to his work among the slaves,
nor tha;t he had baptized more than a few.

The comments in a letter

written in 1722 reveal that BeButts had minimized both the effort and
the opposition that he faced.

At that time the minister claimed, "Since

my coming to my parish I have baptized above. 4-0 children in one day,
I have prevail'd with some of my parishoners to suffer their slaves to
be instructed in the Christian religion and baptized, for which they
have since thank'd me, having found them both more trusty and more dil—

igent in their service than they were before."^ How many more slaves
he might have baptized had all the master cooperated is open for
conjecture,
John Garzia arrived in Virginia to take a parish just a little, too
late to fill out a questionnaire.

However, at the request of the S*P.G.

the minister submitted two detailed lists of the slaves that he bap
tized while serving at North Farnhain Parish.

In 1724 during the month

of March, Garzia baptized 341 slaves, married one slave couple, and
admitted five to communion,^

From 1725 to 1732 when the minister left

Virginia to serve in North Carolina, he baptized 354 more Negroes and
admitted another eight to communion. 35

This is a rather remarkable

total.
James Blair did more than just work among his own parish Negroes,
As with so many other things connected with the Virginia church, the
commissary had a plan to improve the church efforts.

He had already

submitted a paper entitled "A Proposition for encouraging the Christian
Education of Indian^ Negroe and Mulatto Children'," The plan would have
insured the baptism and catechism of all Virginia born ^egroes by making
it profitable for the master to comply.

Masters who let their servants

attend catechism until they were certified as having passed a course
would have those servants waived from the tithe list until the age of
eighteen.

Servants who did not receive instruction would be taxable

at fourteen.
Along with letters from the ministers, parish registers provide
a control group with which to compare the statements made in 1723*
On the whole the fact emerges that the Quex'y answers understated mis
sionary efforts.

David Stuart of St. Paul*s Parish in King George

County did not turn in an answer to the Query.

His parish register,
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which "began in 1727> recorded a steadily increasing number of Negro
baptisms’throughout this period.

Each year the number of slave births

roughly equalled that of the baptisms, and from 1736 to 1743 Stuart
baptized a total of 232 Negroes. 37

Thomas Hughes had warned in his

Query that the masters would not give their slaves time to receive in
struction.

Hughes* s register at Abingdon Parish;, however, listed a

few baptisms each year until 1733 at which time the number shot up
rs,pidly.

After that date slave baptisms were four times higher than
■50
Negro births.
Bartholomew Yates at Christ Church, Middlesex County,
made a more honest appraisal in his Query for both the statement and"
the Register indicated a small but steady number of baptisms.'39

George

Robertson of Bristol Parish was not encouraging in his Query reply,
a fact well matched by the records.

This is one parish where Gibson*s

pastoral letter must have had some effect, for after 1730 the number
of baptism rose,^

The fact remains that the ministers all either stated

accurately or understated their efforts to the bishop.

This means that

any estimate based upon the replies will be minimized.
The registers of Albemarle, Overwharton, and King William Parishes
demonstrate the dangers of relying too heavily upon even the parish
records to estimate the effectiveness of missionary work.

The differences

in methods and care in recording had helped to obscure Negro baptisms,
Although Alexander Scott listed no Negro baptisms in his register but
many Negro births ( something the law required the parish to record)
the unwary researcher might assume there had been no Negro baptisms.
This conclusion would be further strengthened by the fact that after
1738 some baptisms were recorded.

A closer study reveals that Scott

had mentioned baptizing slaves in his answer to the Query, but had

not recorded them in the register.
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He died in 1738 and the new minister,

John Monoure did take the time to record the slaves whom he baptized.^"
Albemarle Parish records:were really the private.lists of William Willie.
His records were kept alphabetically by first name and thus present a
problem to any researcher.

It can be ascertained, however, that the

longer Willie remained in the parish the more cooperation he got from
his congregation in missionary work.
pose a greater problem.
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The records of King Willi,am Parish

Written in French by a semi—literate vestry

clerk, the register noted many Negro births, but no baptisms.

The par

ish was without a minister throughout 1723—43? and thus one is not sure
if the Negroes were baptized at home and not recorded or just not baptized.^
The information which the Bishop of London gathered from the 1723
Query came back to haunt Virginians in 1727*

At that time Gibson pub

lished three pastoral letters on the instruction of Negroes.

The first

spoke to the people ox England, the second to the masters and mistresses
of slaves, and the third to the missionaries themselves.

The pamphlet

became one of the five most requested books by the S.P.G. missionaries
working among the Negroes. 44
point.

The letters were hardhitting and to the

In the letter addressed to the owners of slaves Gibson answered

each of the masters*s. objections that the ministers had noted in 1724*
Gibson made no distinction among African and Virginian born, since they
both deserved the ministrations of the church.

The bishop would not

admit a language barrier constituted a legitimate excuse, for if it were,
Christianity would never have spread across the western world.

The

bishop was "loath to think so hardly of any Christian Master, as to
suppose that he can deliberately hinder his Negroes from being instructed
m

the Christian laith." 45
The letter to the missionaries chided them for their slowness.
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Gibson'observed that "having understood, by many Letters from the Plan
tations^ and by the Accounts of Persons who have come from thence, that
very little Progress hath hitherto been made in the Conversion of the
Negroes to the Christian Faith...," he had written a letter reminding
the master and mispress of their duties.

The bishop prodded the mis

sionaries when he reminded them that they could always find time for
the slaves if they tried and that all ministers who owned slaves should
set an example by instructing their own.

He suggested that the school

masters in an area, might be prevailed upon to help teach the slaves,
"especially on the Lord's—Day, when both they and the Negroes are mostat Liberty, and the Clergy are taken up with the public Duties of their
46
Function."
By 1729 James Blair could acknowledge the impact of the pastoral
letter on Virginia,

"Your Lordship1s Letter concerning the Instruc

tion of the Negroes has had. their good effect that it has put several
Masters and Mistresses upon the Instruction of them.

And the Negroes

themselves In our Neighborhood ere very desirous to become Christians5
and in order to it come and give an account of the Lord’s prayer, and
the Creed-and ten commandments, and are baptized and frequent this
church; and the Negro children are now commonly baptized,"

The com

missary noted some doubts about the influx of Negroes in the church in
this .same letter, for he questioned the sincerity of some of the slaves.
Many entered the church only "in hopes that they shall meet with so
much the more respect, and that some time or other, Christianity will
help them to their freedom."

This did not deter Blair from making con

verts, because he hoped that the Negroes would be instilled with higher
principles by attending ciiurch. 47
In Virginia the feeling that church membership symbolized a step

to eraanc5.pation came to a head in the early 1730* s.

Such a rumor "began

among all the Negroes despite all the denials of its truth "by the clergy
that "they were willing to feed themselves with a great fanoy that it
did ^ a k e them frej7 and that the King designed all Christians should
be made free#’1 The ministers did not take advantage of this belief
in any way and continuedIto-baptize only the Negroes who promised to
forswear their pagan practices and could say the Creed.

48

The rumor,

however, persisted that such an order had been made by the king, brought
to the colony by Mr. Spottswood, and then suppressed.

49

Finally the

slaves met at night to talk of choosing a leader to head a revolt.

The

revolt was still being planned when whites began to question the slaves.
Patrols searched for Negroes out after dark and had them whipped.

All

was calm again in six weeks, and then just as the owners began to relax,
two hundred slaves from Norfolk and Princess Anne Counties met while
their masters were at church to choose leaders for a rebellion.

Before

the violence started, the whites arrested four Negroes who were tried,
convicted, and hanged.

The owners were so frightened that for a while

the militia carried arms with them to church.

50

The most surprising thing about bcth the letter from Blair and
the one from Governor Gooch describing the threatened revolt was their
total lack of reaction.

Blair in no way intended to slow the conversion

of the slaves, and in fact most of M s letter is concerned with these
efforts.

William Gooch described the revolt and then immediately

stated, "What your Lordship observes is of some Masters very true, they
use their Negroes no better than their Cattle*

And I can see no help

for iti this far the greater Number having kind Masters are much better
51
than our poor labouring men in England."
To illustrate his own care for the Negroes, Gooch went on to ex-
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plain the case of a Negro woman.

Shortly after Mary Aggie unsuccessful

ly sued for her freedom on the grounds of her baptism, she was tried
and convicted of stealing.

The governor provided her with."a lawyer who

asked that she receive the benefit of clergy, a custom that would have
mitigated her sentence.

The case went to another court, and Gooch

sent his ablest lawyer to defend her.

Blair and the rest of the court

had decided to send the decision on to England, so the governor wanted
Gibson to help get a decision in favor of the woman.
ginians took action of their own.

52

Meanwhile Vir

The Council voted to pardon the womans

upon the "condition that she be transported out of this Colony to Someother of his Majesties plantations there to be sold as a Slave." 53
The assembly also passed an act declaring a Negroes right to benefit
of the clergy unless he had received it before or was convicted of
manslaughter, breaking and entering at night, or the same offense in
the daytime if goods over five shillings sterling were involved.

f

The offical English view had long supported missionary efforts
among the Negroes,

The governor’s instruction included specific orders

"to find out the best means to facilitate and encourage the conversion
of Negroes and Indians to the Christian religion." 55

Such charges,

however, were useless without the cooperation of the church.

The Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel, founded in 1701, aided, encouraged,
and financed missionary efforts in the colonies although not directly
in Virginia.

On occasion one of their missionaries would decide to move

to Virginia as John Thompson did in 1739*

He had been given books by

Dr. Bray’s Associates, a smaller Anglican missionary group interested
in the Negro, "as an Incouragement to Diligence in discharging his
office5 but particularly in promoting; the'Conversion of the Negroes."
Gibson’s pastoral letters spurred this offical interest and activity.

56
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The men who came to the colonies through the recruitment efforts
of Blair and Gibson showed a high level of. interest in the Negro.

James

Marye arrived in 1730 in Virginia to take up duties in St. James’ Parish.
He wrote the bishop, "Besides an abundance of Negroes, I haye in my
parish many Quakers and some anabaptists that want instruction; but who
isaable for ouch thing?"

Marye, however, was willing to tackle the task

asking only for the bishop’s prayers,

57

Anthony Gavin came to the

colony in 1735 &ncL after a short while at Henrico Parish he moved to
the parish recently vacated by Marye.

The task that faced these men

is most easily seen in Gavin’s report that on his first trip through
the parish he baptized 229 whites, 172 blacks, 15 Quakers,’ and 2 Anabap—
tists despite opposition from Quakers.
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Adam Dickie reported that he had won some enemies for his zeal in
baptizing Negroes (he had baptized as many as twenty at a time), but
"they [the enemies} I think are Rather to be pitied,"

He had written

in order to ask advice on the propriety of Christian marriage for slaves
who had been married once and separated by their masters and if Christian
slaves could stand as surety at baptism for other Negroes.

Clearly
5 9

the minister of Drysdale Parish intended to. continue

his efforts.

Part of Dickie’s trouble stemmed from the fact that he instructed white
and black together.

Virginia parishes did not appreciate integrated

baptisms or instruction.

St. George’s vestry actually ordered their

minister to stop baptizing the two races together.
Other men who arrived in Virginia after 1723 as ministers also took
an interest in the Negro.

Nilliam Dawson tried to collect the King*s

Bounty in 1740 although he was. teaching at the college rather than doing
parish work.

He wanted the money to "be laid out in a collection of

religious Books, to be approved of by Your Lordship for the Benefit of

6l
Negroes and the Poor of this colony.”

The efforts of William Willie,

a Virginia recruit to the ministry, have already been recounted, and
other records like his could be added to the discussion.
During the 1730*s men in Williamsburg began to think about a more
permanent method of reaching local Negroes.

The plan seems to have

sprung from a discussion of the bishop’s pastoral letter.

The main

force behind the movement was Charles Bridges, a portrait painter well
over seventy years Of age, who arrived in Virginia about 1735*
had written a letter of introduction for the painter to Blair,
brother of the governor had written one to William Gooch.^

Gibson
62

and the

As a result

Bridges was in an excellent position to write to Gibson about plans
being developed in Williamsburg.

Charles Bridges painted Blair’s por

trait during the artist’s five year stay in the colony, and it is easy
to imagine them discussing Bridges’ plan for the Negroes while the
portrait took shape.^ The proposal was sent from Virginia in late 1735*
Bridges offered his help in implementing it anywhere in Virginia
or Maryland, and also appealed to the bishop for support.

The introduc

tion of the proposal made a direct reference to Gibson’s work with the
charity schools in England in an obvious attempt to interest the bishop
in the plan.

Basically the proposal called for a full time catechist

who would "be always upon the Spot at reasonable hours as to attend
those that come to be Instructed at that Time, they can be spared, and
to make it his whole business to teach Negroes and no others."

Finan

cial support would come from both colonial and English subscribers.
(The bishop was supposed to help raise the money.)

Colonial interest

would be encouraged by publishing the amounts of contributions and by
holding monthly board meetings at which the catechist would preach. 65
Gibson must not have been overly encouraging in the letter he sent to

the painter in 1736,
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for Bridges again pleaded for the 'bishop1s

aid in 1738* "I say," he wrote, "that all that can he done on this af
fair without your Charitable Efforts will to my great Concern X fear
come to Hothing."
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Bridges returned to England in 1740? according to

tradition in order to die; perhaps he also hoped to make one last appeal
in person for his school for Hegroes.

Although he probably did not

live to see the fruits of his interest, several schools for Hegroes were
founded within the next ten years in Virginia.
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When one considers the great challenge that the growth in population
made to the church in Virginia, the efforts of these ministers to reach
the slave seem more remarkable.

The intensifying campaign to win the

conversion of the Hegroes that resulted from Edmund Gibson*s encourage
ment in the years 1723—43 must appear to have at least matched the
crisis created by growth in Virginia.

If anything^ the church reached

a larger number of slaves than at the beginning of this period, and
Gibson*s interest set off a chain of discussion that later led to a
form of school for the Negroes.

By no means did these efforts reach

the whole of the slave population^ however, records indicate that the
church expanded enough to reach a higher proportion than it had pre
viously done.
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CONCLUSION
Whatever the status of Bishop:Gibson1s power in the colonies,
the clergy felt his presence both directly and through the intermediary
office of the commissary.

Gibson and Blair together tackled the main

problem of the Virginia church, that of supplying sufficient competent
ministers to a growing colony.

There were several reasons why the

clergy were not willing to come to the colony, but these were in part
countered by the increase in Virginians who offered themselves as clergy.
The growth of a Virginia sponsored ministry/ was the result of long
efforts by James Blair.

Generally speaking Gibson and Blair worked

successfully throughout this, period iodsupply the ministers.

Starting

with a deficit, the church ended the period with its parishes filled.
The other problems of the church, that of Negro conversion and

regulation of the clergy stemmed partially from the lack of ministers.
The Bishop of London did what was in his power to encourage missionary
work and despite a threatened slave revolt, increase in Negro popula
tion, and opposition of masters, the church reached an increasing per— centage of slaves.

The heavy duties of a parish caused the downfall

of some clergy, and the eagerness of those trying to supply the colony
with minister's sometimes led them to accept clerics with questionable
records.

As the supply of ministers became greater, however, the bishop

and commissary could afford- to screen men more closely and punish of
fenders more quickly.

Only two ministers originally from Virginia be

came involved in incidents, and one of these la,ter redeemed himself.
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On the whole Gibson and Blair met and conquered the challenge of the
period 1723—43? leaving behind the lega-cy of a strengthened church.
It is this legacy which helped to hold the church together in the years
of crisis fast approaching.-

APPENDIX
THE MINISTERS AND THEIR PARISHES
The chart which immediately follows this discussion is an attempt
to place the ministers in the parish where they served throughout 1723—
1743*

'The only parish not included on this graph is Bruton Parish which

was constantly served by James Blair during these::.years.

The parishes

that were in existence at the beginning of this period are listed al
phabetically and new parishes follow on the graph in the order of their
founding.

The shaded areas represent years in which a parish did not

have legal recognition.

Some of the new parishes were provided for

by statute several years in advance of their actual organization.

In

these cases the population had not yet reached a sufficient number to
form.a vestry and build a church

until several years had gone by.

Some of the purely mechanical features of the 'chart do bear ex—
Pi anation.

Whenever a minister’s name is preceded by ”p.’* it means that

he was acting as supply until the vestry secured a full-time man.

The

dotted segments of the lines represent the author’s best educated guesses.
Most of these instances find explanation in the footnotes, which incidental
ly, are placed after the parish name and cover all statements made on
that parish.

Footnotes were used only where there might be a question

as to my decision.

If it is not otherwise stated, the reader may assume

that my information came from letters to Gibson, parish lists for 1726,
1735,

1744, parish records, or Goodwin’s The Colonial Church. One

further word of caution is in order,
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I have not been able to place

John Becket from 1,727 to 1729, Robert Chaplain from 1736 to 1738,
Nevil Maccallum (who arrived in 1735), Charles Smith from 1740 to
1743, or a Mr. Sheffield (who arrived before January 15, 1735, from
the West Indies)•> When these men are finally placed in their proper
positions, I am certain that the remaining blank spaces on the chart
will be filled.

Abingdon

n;~'
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Notes for Appendix

Charles Rose arrived in Virginia in 1737 and appeared on the list of
1744 as at Copely. Walter Jones did not appear on the list of 1735*
nor did Copely Parish; Parish Lists, Fulham MSS, (reels 286 and 288).
2
Dickie arrived in 1732 and reported his predecessor had had trouble
with the vestry of Drysdale Parish; Dickie to Henry Newman, lb id.
^Robertson was definitely in -the county from 1732—42; he arrived in 1'
E 1izabbth *17ingo, "comp•y tMarriages of Norfolk County, Virginia 1706—1792,
Norfolk, 1961, p. .36; "Charges Against Spottswood," Va. Mag, of Hist, and
Biog., IV(l897), 362-63.
^The list of 1735 puts David McDonald in Hanover parish and leaves Bruns
wick vacant. Blair most likely reversed the two parishes since McDonald
served both before and after l735 in Brunswick. Parish Lists, Fulham MSS,
(reels 286 and 288).
Dell went to Maryland by 1730; A Visitation on the Bastern Shore, June
16, 1731? Perry, Papers Relating to Maryland, 303—05.
g
Wi3.1iam Dawson took over- at- James City upon LeNeve1s death in .1742 or
1743$ John Blair to Bdmund Gibson, May 28, 1743* Fulham MSS, (reel 285)*
7
Kang William Parish was a Huguenot refugee colony with under a hundred
titheables in 1723; King William Parish Vestry Book, passim.

8The Kingston Vestry Book is missing most of the entries from 1725 to
1742. William Wye went to Maryland
Shore, June 16, 1731? Perry, Papers

in 1730; A Visitation on the Eastern
Relating to Maryland, 303—05*

9Lawnefs Creek was served by William Smith in 1735 according to the lists,
but if this is the William Smith formerly a tutor in Virginia, he was
supposed to have died in late 1734*
William Gooch to EdmundGibson,
January 14* 1734? Fulham MSS, (reel 285).
*^The list of 1726 placed William Cawthren in St. Anne’s, but Cawthren
took a parish in Maryland instead. Robert Rose1s records indicate he
took over the parish on Baggfs death; Robert Rose Account Book, Colonial
Williamsburg, (microfilm PI—47)? and Clergy of Maryland to the Society,
November 24y 1728, Perry, Papers Relating; to Maryland, 264.
^^Murdock went to Maryland by 1730; Ibid.,298.

12Goodwin did not seem to be aware of the article UDavid blossom and
Daniel Taylor’
,1 WMQ, 1st Ser., V(l897)? 204—07? which placed Daniel
Taylor II in St. John’s as-~early as 1727.
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^ T h e records of Caroline County show Francis Poultenay as being there
just after Rodham Kenner of St. Mary’s had died. I assume Poultenay
took Kenner’s place; John F. Dorman, comp., Caroline County, Virginia
Order Book 1732-1740? Washington D.C.,1965? P« ill*
.^ T h e list of 1735 ka<3- John Wright serving in a St. Paul’s, but listed
two other St, Paul’s Parishes with ministers Zachary Brooke and David
Stuart serving them. Sittenburne Parish is in the same area and does
not appear on the 1735 list since it hadbeen dissolved in 1732. Wright
fled about that time,so it is likely the parish dissolved
after he left
and Blair confused the places. Parish List, Fulham MSS, (reel 286).
15
>
■'Henry Short hose appeared in the list of 1735 as in Southfarnham. His
will was probated in Lssex County that year, so he must have died shortly
after taking the parish; Ibid,
16
Philip Slaughter seemed tb. think that because DeButts made agreements
to preach at Truro and St. Mark’s in 1731 and 1732 that the minister
had left Washington Parish, Considering that neither parish paid DeButts
a full salary and that DeButts was known to take on duties to increase
his pay, it is more likely that St, Mark’s and Truro were merely paying
him as supply and that DeButts stayed atWashington Parish until Hamilton
Parish formed in 1732.
Slaughter, TruroParish, 4—5*
17 William Seiler totally misread the entire Wicomico Parish Vestry
Book. He missed the fact that John Bell had served as supply for
several years and cited Charles Smith, as minister' circa 1728 while the
vestry book clearly records Smith receiving the minister* s salary from
I727 to 1733* Seiler also read Robert Garner Chaplain as Robert Gar
ner, 'chaplain. The way the vestry book recorded it there is no doubt
that Chaplain is a part of the man’s name; Seiler, The Anglican Parish,
395; Wicomico Parish Northumberland County, Vestry Book 1703—1795?
photostat, Virginia. State Archives.
18
Hewitt is not on
Fulham MSS, (reels

the 1744 list, but is on the 1735 one; Parish Lists,
286 and 288).

19Despite the fact that Seiler looked at the Albemarle Parish Vestry
Book he overlooked thefact that William Willie was there before 1753*
The book, which begins in 1742, however, mentions him on the first page.
Willie’s own records stait in 1739? Seller, The Anglican Parish, 3971
Albemarle Parish Surry and Sussex Counties, Vestry Book 1742—1787? photostat,
Virginia State Archives; and Richards, ed., Register of Albemarle, passim.
20

Scott, Orange County, 45? Hartswell was a poet of some sort. The
Virginia Gazette published one of his poems in the February 1, 1740/1
issue and advertised his writings in a volume in 1768. Hartswell was
only a deacon and had been turned down by Bristol Parish; Chamber1ayne,
Bristol Parish. 97-98*
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